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TOWN CLERK: JOAN READ - 446-2203
HOURS: Tuesday & Thursday 9:00 AM to 2:00 PM
& 4:00 to 6:00 PM or by appointment
TAX COLLECTOR: CHARLOTTE H. PRATT - 847-3029
HOURS : Thursday 1 :00 to 3 :00 PM or by appointment
TOWN OFFICE: 446-3326 FAX 446-7770
Monday 7 PM to Close of Business - SELECTMEN'S MEETING
Wednesday 10:30 AM to 2:30 PM Secretary available
STODDARD RECYCLING & TRANSFER STATION
HOURS: Saturday & Sunday, 9:oo AM to 4:00 PM
June through Labor Day - Wednesday 1 :00 to 4:00 PM
POLICE: MUTUAL AID- 911
FIRE i& RESCUE: MUTUAL AID - 911
FIRE WARDEN: BURNING PERMITS
Joseph Sarcione, Warden - 446-7144
Lewis Clark, Deputy Warden - 446-3480
Patricia Lamothe, Deputy Warden - 446-7430
ANIMAL CONTROL:
Joan Zelasny - 446-7502 or 446-3302
If unavailable at above, call Stoddard Police (446-3597) or
Keene Mutual Aid Non-Emergency (352-1291)
LIBRARY HOURS:
Thursday - 7:00 to 9:00 PM & Saturday - 9:30 AM to 10:30 PM
STODDARD CONSERVATION COMMISSION:
First Monday - every other month
STODDARD HISTORICAL SOCIETY:
Meet third Monday of April, June, August & October - 7:30 PM
at the Town Hall, will be posted.
STODDARD PLANNING BOARD:
Meet first Tuesday of the month at the Town Hall - 7:00 PM
Anyone wishing a hearing by the Planning Board should contact:
Pat Putnam 446-7104
STODDARD SCHOOL BOARD:
Meet the first Thursday of the month at 5:15 PM at the
James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
Anyone who wishes to appear before the Board should, ifpossible, contact
the Chairman a week prior so your name may be placed on the Agenda.
SCHOOL BOARD MEMBERS:
Brenda Howard, Chmn. - 446-7446 Carol Clark - 446-7562
Russ Huntley - 446-7579
STODDARD CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH:
Services are now year round @ 9:00 AM
Pastor: Michael Benik - 446-4332
STODDARD ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT:
Hearings when needed - to be posted







FOR THE YEAR ENDESfG
DECEMBER 31, 1999
DEDICATION
The 1999 Stoddard Town Report is dedicated with gratitude to
two individuals who have each faithfully served the Town of
Stoddard for many years as elected officials.
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CHARLES H. CHANDLER TERM
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OVERSEER OF THE PUBLIC WELFARE
SELECTMEN
REPRESENTATFVE TO THE GENERAL COURT
WILLIAM A. (BILL) RILEY
NELSON
SELECTMEN'S NARRATIVE
This year the Stoddard tax rate rose to $13. 39 per 1,000.00 of valuation. Thisisan
increase of $2.60 over the 1998 rate, an increase of 24%. Three major factors contributed to this
growth.
We had a one year overlap of the school bonds, but we knew this when we approved the
Multi-purpose Room. The final payment was made on the renovations completed in 1991, and
the first payment became due on our new debt. This will not occur next year.
We had a $75,000.00 deficit appropriation in the school warrant to fijnd Speaal
Education expenses mandated by laws both State and Federal. This was to fund expenses
incurred after the budget was m place, for Special education needs not known at the time These
are necessary services guaranteed to students with demonstrated needs. The failure by our State
and Federal governments to fully fund their mandates has caused this expense. We may recoup
some of this through the Catastrophic Aid Bill, but reimbursement takes a year and is conditional
to funding. Wasn't that the problem initially?
We are a donor town, with over $ 1 1 7,000. 00 of our property taxes being contributed to
the State Property Tax. We are also a Coahtion Town with a warrant article to request legal
funds to fight this situation. The Claremont decision prevailed in the NH Supreme Court on
issues of providing an adequate education and taxing for it in an equitable manner. The State
Property Tax fails to do either. It is a compromise, passed in the eleventh hour, to buy tune.
It is frustrating to see our taxes mcrease so greatiy, and for such poor reasons. The
portion of our total budget that receives the most attention, Town Charges, has the least impact on
our tax bill. We as taxpayers and voters have a responsibility to keep ourselves informed on
issues, and expect accountability from those empowered to affect change.
Work is progressing well on the Shedd Hill Bridge. Mild weather in November and
December allowed work to contmue beyond expectations. We can expect to see an additional
request in next year's budget to fund the remainder of the costs. That amount won't be known
until the State does the fmal accounting. The funds we have in capital reserves for this project
will fiind us through the year.
Last summer voters affected by a proposed betterment assessment approved funding one-
half ofthe costs of the Kings Highway improvement. The estimated $120,000.00 cost is to
improve 7/10 of one mile of Kings Highway, with the Town accepting it as a Class V road. A
request for a special town meeting was denied by the Superior Court of Cheshire County, causmg
Town consideration to be delayed until March 2000.
1999 Stoddard Tax Bill of $13.39
County ($2.00) Town ($1.66)'
School ($4.08)
State Property Tax ($5.65)
$1 .66 Town portion influenced by a $40,000 oveipayment to the Sdiool Ehstrict in 1998
TOWN OF STODDARD, N.H.
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants ofthe Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the State ofNew
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs: You are hereby notified to meet at the
Town Hall in said Stoddard on Tuesday, the fourteenth (14th) day ofMarch 2000, next at
eleven (11:00AM) ofthe clock in the forenoon to act upon the following articles:
The Polls will be open from 1 1 :00 AM to 7:00 PM.
ART. 1 : To choose by ballot all necessary Town OflBcers for the ensuing year.
FURTHER, you are hereby notified to meet at the School Midtipiupose Room m
said Stoddard on Tuesday, the twenty first (21st) day ofMarch 2000, next at seven (7:00
PM) ofthe clock in the evening, to act upon the articles 2 through 32.
ART 2: Shall we adopt polling hoiu-s in Stoddard at all State elections beginning
with the 2002 State Primary Election under which the polls shall open not later than
1 1 :00 o'clock in the morning?
ART. 3: To see ifthe Town will vote to adopt the following Ordinance:
DRUG PARAPHERNALIA ORDINANCE
Section I: Definitions:
A. The term "Drug Paraphernalia" means all equipment, products and materials of
any kind which are used, intendedfor use, or designedfor use, in planting,
propagating, cultivating, growing, harvesting, manufacturing, compounding,
converting, producing, processing, preparing, testing, analyzing, packaging,
repackaging, storing, containing, concealing, injecting, ingesting, inhaling, or
otherwise introducing into the human body a controlled substance in violation of
NH RSA 318-B. It includes, but is not limited to:
1. Kits used, intendedfor use, or designedfor use in planting, propagating,
cultivating, growing, or harvesting ofany species ofany plant which is a
controlled substance orfrom which a controlled substance can be derived.
2. Kits used, intendedfor use, or designedfor use in manufacturing, compounding,
converting, producing, processing orpreparing a controlled substance.
3. Isomerization devices used, intendedfor use, or designedfor use in increasing the
potency ofany species ofplant which is a controlled substance.
4. Testing Equipment used, intendedfor use, or designedfor use in identifying or in
analyzing the strength, effectiveness or purity ofa controlled substance.
5. Scales and balances used, intendedfor use, or designedfor use in weighing and
measuring controlled substances.
6. Dilutants and adulterants, such as quinine, hydrochloride, mannitol, mannite,
dextrose and lactose, used, intendedfor use or designedfor use in cutting
controlled substances.
7. Separation gins and sifters used, intendedfor use, or designedfor use in
removing twigs and seedsfrom or in otherwise cleaning and refining marijuana.
8. Blenders, bowls, containers, spoons and mixing devices used, intendedfor use, or
designedfor use in compounding controlled substances.
9. Capsules, balloons, envelopes and other containers used, intendedfor use, or
designedfor use in packaging small quantities ofcontrolled substance.
10. Containers and other objects used, intendedfor use or designedfor use in storing
or concealing controlled substances.
//. Hypodermic Syringes, needles and other objects used, intendedfor use, or
desigrtedfor use in parenterally injecting controlled substances into the human
body.
12. Objects used, intendedfor use, or designedfor use in ingesting, inhaling, or
otherwise introducing marijuana, cocaine, hashish or hashish oil into the human
body such as:
a. Metal, wooden, acrylic, glass, stone, plastic or ceramic pipes with or
without screens, permanent screens, hashish heads, or punctured metal
bowls.
b. Water Pipes.
c. Carburetion Tubes and devices.
d. Smoking and Carburetion masks.
e. Roach Clips: meaning objects used to hold burning materials such as a
marijuana cigarette that has become too small or too short to be held in
the hand.
f
B. Manufacture or Delivery ofDrug Paraphemalia: It is unlawfulfor anyperson
to deliver, possess, with intent to deliver, or manufacture with intent to deliver,
drugparaphemalia, knowing, or under circumstances where one reasonably
should know, that it will be used to plant, propagate, cultivate, grow, harvest,
manufacture, compound, convert, produce, process, prepare, test, analyze, pack,
repack, store, contain, conceal, inject, ingest, inhale, or otherwise introduce into
the human body a controlled substance in violation ofRSA 318-B. Anyperson
violating this section shall be guilty ofa violation and shall be subject to afine of
One Hundred Dollars ($100.00), no portion ofwhich may be suspended.
ART. 4: To see ifthe Town will vote to send the following resolution to the New
Hampshire General Court: Resolved, New Hampshire's natural, cultural and historic
resources in this town and throughout the state are worthy ofprotection and, therefore,
the State ofNew Hampshire should establish and fimd a permanent public/private
partnership for the vohmtary conservation ofthese important resources. (By Petition)
The Selectmen recommend this article.
ART. 5: To see ifthe Town wiU pass an ordinance in order to protect the lakes,
ponds and surrounding watershed areas within the Town of Stoddard, and to maintain the
purity ofthe water therein, for public and private use. The following regulations are
adopted and promulgated by the Selectmen of said Town of Stoddard: 1. Noperson(s)
shallfeed wild waterfowl within the boutidaries ofthe town ofStoddard. 2. Any
person(s) violating the provisions of 1, shall be guilty ofa violation and subject to afine
ofnot more than Fifty Dollars ($50.00)for each occurrence. (By Petition) The
Conservation Commission and the Selectmen recommend this article.
ART. 6: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$500.00 to
maintain E-91 1 records. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 7: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $345.00
for the operation ofthe Stoddard Conservation Commission. The Conservation
Commission and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 8: To see ifthe Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,260.00
for the Lay Monitoring Program. The Conservation Coimnission and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART. 9: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500.00
for the residents of Stoddard to participate in four (4) town household hazardous waste
collection days at the City of Keene Recycling Center. Two collection days will be
scheduled on Saturdays in the spring/early summer and two wiU be scheduled at the end
ofthe summer/early fall. Dates and times will be posted at the transfer station. Town
Hall, Post Office, stores and local newspapers. The Conservation Commission and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 10: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$61,900.00 for Recycling and Transfer Station expenses for the ensuing year. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 11: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $4,225.00
for the operation and maintenance ofthe Davis Library. The Library Trustees and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 12: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$18,215.00 for the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department for the
ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 13: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$23,976.00 for the lease payment ofthe four-wheel drive, front line punqjer fire engine.
The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 14: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$7,500.00
for Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. The Fire and Rescue Department and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 15: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000.00
for the purchase of building material to finish construction on the building behind the fire
station to house the rescue boat. The Fire and Rescue Department and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART. 16: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,000.00
for the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Fire Warden. The Fire Warden and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 17: To see ifthe Town wiU vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$12,506
for Forest Fire Equipment. The Town is to be reimbursed for 80% of this sum ($1 0,005)
from Federal Grants which have been approved by the State Forest Fire Service. The
Fire Warden and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 18: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$126,550.00 for winter and summer maintenance, emergencies and planned repair of
Town roads and bridges. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 19: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$120,000.00 (One Hundred Twenty Thousand Dollars) for the rebuilding, upgrading, and
th
layout of a 7/10 mile section ofKings Highway extending from the Hidden Lake Civic
Association sign/map to that portion ofKings Highway that is ciurently a Class V road,
with $60,000.00 to be raised by betterment assessment and the remaining $60,000.00 to
be raised by general taxation. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 20: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$132,750.00 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation.
ART. 21: To see ifthe Town wUl vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$750.00 to
set up and maintain a Web Site for the Town for the ensuing year. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART. 22: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 1 ,000.00
to continue Stoddard's participation with the coalition communities in opposition to the
State Education Property Tax. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 23: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$22,000.00 for the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Police Department. The Police
Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 24: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$3,250.00
as the operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for the ensuing year. The
Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 25: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$5,000.00
to fimd Phase 1 ofthe Master Plan Update. The Planning Board and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART. 26: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $715.00
for membership with the Southwest Region Planning Commission for the ensuing year.
The Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 27: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,200.00
as the operating budget ofthe Stoddard Zoning Board ofAdjustment for the ensuing
year. The Stoddard Zoning Board ofAdjustment and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation.
ART. 28: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 to be used by the Recreation Commission for convicting construction and
original equipping ofthe ballfield located beside the James Faulkner Elementary School
This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the
ballfield is con:q)leted and equipped or by December 31, 2001, whichever is sooner. The
Recreation Commission and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 29: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$800.00
for Home Healthcare, Ho^ice and Commimity Services (HCS) to support the
continuance ofvishing nurse and home heahh services being provided to the residents of
Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 30: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $1.00 per
resident (Total $630.00) for services provided by Monadnock Family Services to
uninsured and underinsured residents of Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation.
ART. 31: To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 1 ,270.00
to help support the work ofThe Community Kitchen Inc. in Keene, NH. (By Petition)
The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
ART. 32: To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands this 22nd day of February in the year of our Lord Two Thousand.
Board of Selectmen,
John D. Halter, Chairman
Louis E. GrandPre'
Dennis W. Marquis
A True Attested Copy ofthe Warrant
Stoddard Selectmen
Town of Stoddard, New Hampshire
2000 Budget
TOWN OF STODDARD BUDGET
ESTIMATED REVENUES
SOURCE OF REVENUE ESTIMATED ACTUAL ESTIMATED
REVENUES REVENUES REVENUES
PRIOR YEARPRIOR YEAR 2000
TAXES
Land Use Change Taxes
Resident Taxes
Timber Taxes
Payment in Lieu of Taxes
Other Taxes




LICENSES, PERMITS & FEES
Business Licenses & Permits (Cable TV)
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Building Permits
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees
FROM STATE
Shared Revenues
Meals & Rooms Tax Distribution
Highway Block Grant
Water Pollution Grant
Housing & Community Development
State & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement
Flood Control Reimbursement
Other - Ice Storm/Forestry Grant
Other - State Education onetime
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments 5,000 12,050 5,000
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Sale of Municipal Property
Interest on Investments
Other




TOTAL ESTIMATED REVENUE & CREDIT 223,570 258,235 241,048
BUDGET SUMMARY
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS RECOMMENDED 561 ,842
LESS: ESTIMATED REVENUES 239,048
ESTIMATED AMOUNT OF TAXES TO BE RAISE $322,794
BUDGETED TOWN CHARGES
APPROP
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1999
Description:
TM#128-10 - Town HaU, Land & Building $160,650
Furniture & Equipment 20,000
TM#129-13 - Library, Land & Building 41,050
Furniture, Books & Equipment 6,000
TM#130-06 - Police Station, Land & Building 28,350
Equipment 11,000
TM#126-23 - Fire Department, Land & Building 162,350
Equipment 224,500
TM#126-22 - Fire Department Meadow 5,800
TM#127-05 - Town Bam/Transfer Station 29,500
Equipment 1 7,000
TM#128-04 - Historical Society, Land & BuUding 34,750
Equipment 10,000
TM#129-07&08 - Fire Pond & Meadow 6,550
TM#1 29-09 - 1834 Lot 2,800
TM# 129-04 - Gazebo 11,450
TM#126-15 - Ode Station, Land & Building 30,550
TM#105-09 - Marina Boat Landing on Highland Lake 61,650
TM#135-26 - Rte 123 Boat Landing on Island Pond 91,600
TM# 127-53 - Rte 123 Boat Landing on Highland Lake 29,700
TM#415-22 - Center Pond Boat Landing 41,750
TM#410-05 - Faulkner Elementary School, Land & Bldg 688,400
Furniture & Equipment 50,000 $1,444,400
Land & Buildings Acquired through Tax Collectors Deeds:
TM#1 15-02, W/S Beaver Lake Dr. 10,450
TM# 115-41, Beaver Brook Dr. 6,000
TM#1 1 5-68, W/S Tigola TraU 1 1 ,900
TM#1 15-69, W/S Tigola Trail 12,100
TM#1 15-70, W/S Tigola Trail 11,000
TM# 1 1 5-7 1 , W/S Tigola Trail 1 1 ,700
TM# 1 1 5-80, E/S Beaver Lake Dr. 9,400
TM#1 15-83, E/S Beaver Lake Dr. 12,400
TM#1 16-37, E/S Red Coat Lane 1 5,600
TM#1 19-43, SW/S Highland Lake 31,550
TM#131-25.1, S/S Island Pond 15,300
TM#408-29, Off Route 123 1 ,400
TM#4 1 4-23 , W/S Old Forest Road 1,700 $ 21,300
Total Properties owned by the Town $1,465,700
TAX RATE - $13.39 PER $1,000 VALUATION
Municipal: $1.66 County: $2.00 School: $4.08 State Education Tax: $5.65




YEAR END DECEMBER 31, 1999
ASSETS
Funds in Custody of Treasurer
Fleet Bank 104,242.62
Granite Bank "NOW" 2,501.10
Granite Bank "REPO" 677,408.69
Town Clerk Petty Cash 100.00
Selectmen Petty Cash 30.00





Other Receivable (NH Ice
Storm Comm. Forestry Grant) 23.808.00
Total Uncollected $146,036.41
TOTAL ASSETS $930,318.82
LIABILITIES Sl FUND BALANCE
Contracts Payable
David Vaillancourt - Winter Maint. 26,200.00
R/D Construction - Winter Maint. 3,000.00
Due to School District 592,996.00
Granite Lake Village District 1,536.00
State of NH (Excess Education Tax) 170.207.00
Total Liabilities $793,939.00
Fund Balance
Fund Balance - Jan 1, 1999 119,084.00
Retained Earning 17.295.82
Fund Balance - December 31, 1999 $136,379.82
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND BALANCE $930,318.82
SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS - 1999
BLOCK GRANT
SELECTMEN'S STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS - 1999
TOWN CLERK




TOTAL ELECTION AND REGISTRATIONS 21,973.30
EXECUTIVE
SELECTMEN/PAYROLL 6.000.00
TOTAL EXECU 1 IVE
WELFARE
JUNIPER HILL RD
REPORT OF THE TOWN TREASURER 1999
TOWN CLERK TO TREASURER
Fire Recoveries
TOTAL RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES
Total receipts 1999 • $3,553,465.99
Beginning Balance January 1, 1999 578,775.38
Total Available Funds All Accounts 4,132,241.37
Less Selectme's Orders Paid 1999 * (3,347,959.00)
Total Cash on Hand December 31, 1999 $784,28237




FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF










TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT MS-61
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF stoddard YEAR ENDING 1999
DEBITS
REPORT OF THE TOVTO CLERK
1999
AUTO PERMITS (1389) $120,356.50
MOTOR VEHICLE TITLES $ 406.00
DOG LICENSES (224) $ 1,527.00
DOG PENALTIES & FINES $ 58.00
FILING FEES $ 6.00
VITAL STATISTICS $ 389.00
UCC FILINGS $ 428.75
DES FILINGS $ 180.00
MUNICIPAL AGENT FEES $ 2,892.50
MISC: COPIES, CHECK I,ISTS, NOTORY $ 225.50
ZONING, ETC.
TOTAL AMT. PD. TO TREASURER $126,469.25
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED. .. -
STODDARD TOWN CI,ERK
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status of Trust Funds, Stoddard, NH, January 1, 2000
Checking Accounts:
















Shedd Hill Bridge X
Shedd Hill Bridge C2b
Transfer Station Y
Shedd Hill Bridge R
Transfer Station Sts
Shedd Hill Bridge V
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AUDITORS REPORT
The records of the Selectmen, Town Clerk, Tax Collector,
Treasurer, Trustee of Trust Funds, Cemetery Commission,
Library Trustees and Boat Permit Agent have been examined
pursuant to RSA 41:31 for the year ending December 31, 1999.
In the opinion of these Auditors, the above accounts, together
with their financial statements, present fairly the financial
position for the year end of the Town of Stoddard. These records
also conform with generally accepted accounting principles
applied using the cash basis method.
Respectfully submitted,
Virginia R. GrandPre, Auditor
Walter Serbent, Auditor
STODDARD FIRE & RESCUE DEPARTMENT
ANNUAL REPORT
In 1999 we responded and participated in a total of 156 emergency calls and
activities: 20 fire calls, 48 rescue responses, 14 motor vehicle accidents, 50
radio calls, 12 training meetings and 12 business meetings.
The Antrim Ambulance Service appropriation request has increased to
$7,500.00. Due to a restructuring effort by the Antrim Ambulance members
to recieve workers compensation benefits an increase in insurance has been
incurred. We are very pleased with the service provided by Antrim to the
townspeople. They are currently responding to about 60-70 calls in
Stoddard per year in a very timely and professional manner.
Construction continues on the boat building behind the fire station. Through
donations, a concrete pad and 16' X 36' structure has been constructed and
roofed. We need an additional $2,000.00 to complete construction and we
are asking the townspeople for this appropriation.
We have expanded the capacity of our Jaws for vehicle extracation with the
purchase of a small power ram. We also purchased a new radio base station
to enhance our radio communication at the station.
The 91 1 system has enhanced our ability to locate all emergency calls. The
mapping system located on our trucks helps us locate the scene in a timely
manner. We encourage those who have not numbered their driveways to do
so to assist us in the proper location for a faster response time.
Our main concern for the Fire and Rescue Department is its lack of
volunteers at this time. State mandates on training qualifications and family
demands are taxing our volunteer resources and availability. We are
currently trying a recruitment drive and are planning to ask the town for
reimbursement to compensate the members for their time.
We greatly appreciate the townspeople's support over the past year.
Respectfully submitted,
Brian Cahill, Fire Chief
Joe Sarcione, Deputy Chief
Wally Weaver, Captain
P.J. Lamothe, Rescue Captain
Sharmon Sarcione, Lieutenant
John Wilder, Rescue Lieutenant
FOREST FIRE WARDEN'S REPORT 1999
The year 1999 was a very interesting one. We had a very long drought
season and the fire danger was very high from early spring until early fall.
Throughout the district 1 responded as a Special Deputy for the State ofNew
Hampshire to about four frres that averaged about 9 acres each. Stoddard
was very lucky this year with the help of all the firefighters, deputy wardens
and the public we did not have any severe fires. We did respond to a few
bums that were unattended or without permits. Rivers and streams were
dried up along with the lakes below normal until the early fall when we
received substantial rain fall.
Once again we had four fighters at Bear Brook in a state-wide training
exercise on deploying fire shelters, portable pumps, fireline construction and
swaying. Every year firefighters throughout the state attend this training to
develop their skills m forest firefighting. This, of course, is usually a full
weekend exercise.
I personally attended a class in Wildland Urban Interface which teaches us
how people who live in wildland areas can help to protect their homes from
fires, as well as how fires may start from people building homes in the
wildlands. Ifyou are interested in knowing how to protect your home from
wildland fires or what you can do to help prevent the start of wildland fires,
please write me a letter and I will respond back to you with information.
This coming year we will have four new certified state sawders in our
department which will then make a total of five. This will be a big step
forward in our methods of fighting fires and making the area safe after.
Don't forget the law requires that a fire permit be obtained when there is no
snow on the ground. Please contact me or one ofmy deputy wardens if there
is any doubt. The penalty for having fires without a written permit is
$2,000.00 and or a year in jail.
Remember only you can prevent forest fires.
Joe Sarcione
Forest Fire Warden
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
To aid your Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department and State Forest
Ranger, contact your local Fire Department to find out if a permit is required
before doing ANY outside burning. Fire permits are required for any open
burning unless the ground is completely covered with snow where the
burning will be done. Violations ofRSA 227-L: 1 7, the fire permit law and
the other burning laws of the State ofNew Hampshire are misdemeanors
punishable by fines of up to $2,000 and/or a year in jail. Violators are also
liable for all fire suppression costs.
There are eleven Forest Rangers who work for the New Hampshire
Division of Forests and Lands, Forest Protection Bureau. During the 1999
season Forest Rangers were busy assisting communities with suppression of
difficult and remote multi-day fires. Forest Rangers have also investigated
numerous complaints regarding violations of the timber harvest and forest
fire laws, and taken enforcement action to ensure compliance. If you have
any questions regarding forest fire or timber harvest laws, please call our
office at 271-2217.
There are 2400 Forest Fire Wardens and Deputy Forest Fire Wardens
throughout the state. Each town has a Forest Fire Warden and several
Deputy Wardens who assist the Forest Rangers with forest fire suppression,
prevention, and law enforcement. The 1999 fire season was a challenging
but safe year for wildland firefighters in New Hampshire. The severe
drought conditions throughout the spring and summer months combined
with residual efiects of 1998 Ice Storm, resulted in a dramatic increase in
wildland fires. In addition to burning in excess of 452 acres, 35 structures
were also impacted by wildfire. Wildland fires in the urban interface is a
serious concern for both landowners and firefighters. Homeowners can help
protect their structures by maintaining adequate green space around them
and making sure that houses are properly identified with street numbers.
The State ofNew Hampshire operates 15 fire towers, 2 mobile patrols
and 3 contract aircraft patrols. This early detection and reports from citizens
aid in the quick response fi"om local fire departments. This is a critical factor
in controlling the size of wildland fires and keeping the loss of property and
suppression costs as low as possible.
Please contact your local fire department before doing ANY outside burning.
REMEMBER ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES!!
1999 FIRE STATISTICS
(All Fires Reported thru December 10, 1999)
FIRES REPORTED BY COUNTY CAUSES OF FIRES REPORTED
STODDARD POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
Stoddard has at this time a Part Time Police Chief and two (2) Part Time
Positions for Patrolmen, one of which is filled and the second which is open.
The Police Department is seeking applications to fill the second position. In
the interest of funding, it is proposed that the position be filled by a currently
Certified Officer so that the Police Budget does not have to expend funds to
pay for a non-certified person while they are in the part-time Academy. Also,
as of 1/1/99, per New Hampshire Police Standards and Training, all newly
Certified Officers are required to undergo and pass psychological and
physical testing prior to being vested with Police Authority. This is an added
expense.
Due to the increased number of complaints fi"om residents, the number of
Patrol hours has been increased to 20-25 hours per week. The bulk of patrol
hours are spent on Route 1 23 and roads within the town proper. Other
complaints, rescue, accident calls, etc. remain as "on call" through the Keene
Mutual Aid Dispatch Center. Both active Officers can be reached either by
radio, phone or page.
The Police Department has a building located on Old Forest Road, which
accommodates an answering machine, fax machine and, most recently, a
computer. The Town provides a 4 Wheel Drive Cruiser, which was
lease-purchased in 1995. This enables the Department to respond to the off
road, hard to get to, parts of Town.
With the addition of the Departments own computer in mid- 1999, efforts are
being made to install programs that will enable the Police Chief to provide a
more accurate statistical history of its activities. As of this writing, there are
no accurate statistics available. Also, the State ofNew Hampshire
Department of Safety is pressing ALL Departments to install compatible
programs into their computers to allow direct transfer of information from the
Police Department to the State. The Department of Safety has not been able
to mandate this proposal due to the lack of funds, however Grants for this
funding are in the Legislature. Stoddard has placed its name on the list for a
Grant.
Due to the ever increasing number of civil and criminal actions being reported
against Police Officers and their Departments throughout the State, this
Department has formulated and implemented a Department Policies and
Procedures Manual. This manual provides a clear and concise guideline for
the Stoddard Police Department personnel to follow. Even though police
work is more difficult and dangerous today than it ever has been, the same
problems and difficulties experienced in years past exist today. The
development and implementation of a well written policy/procedure manual is
an extremely important component of law enforcement to help reduce and
control these problems and is a valuable tool in providing the public as well
as the Officer the safety necessary to perform law enforcement tasks. This
also minimizes civil liability.
The problem of Winter Break-ins to cottages and homes is increasing. This
may have to be addressed by increasing patrol hours and concentrating on
lakefi-ont properties that are left vacant all winter.
Training is on going. With Officer Safety as a major issue it is imperative
that classes and schools, when made available to the Department, are
attended. Criminal complaints such as Domestic Violence issues. Burglary,
Criminal Trespass and Criminal Mischief, just to name a few, are on the
upswing in the community. It is imperative that members of this Department
update their training continuously to provide maximum service to those in
need of these services. Proper training not only insures Officer safety, it also
maximizes the safety to the people involved, including the offender.
When addressing future needs of the Department, a four-door Cruiser should
be considered when the present unit is replaced. Transporting subjects who
are under arrest in the two-door Bronco we now have is not in keeping with
safety. It requires the Officer to place the arrested subject in the front
passenger seat next to the Officer; putting his weapon and steering controls
within reach. Should the subject slip a cuff, he now becomes a hazard to the
Officer and most importantly dangerous to other people and vehicles.
The present building used for the Department needs to be enlarged for
purposes of providing a training area.
The radio systems used by the Department will need to be updated to the
Digital System which is now in use by the State. Unless our radios are
updated to that level, this Department will not be able to communicate with
Dispatch Centers or other Police Departments within a short time.
I would encourage any resident, either year round or summer, who have any
questions or comments about the Police Department to contact me so that a
proper response to the issue can be made. This Department is here to serve
you and the community at large.
I wish to thank the Townspeople for their continued support and assistance
over the past year. A special "Thank You" to Officer Roger Turcotte for his
dedication and his administrative skills. I have enjoyed working with Animal
Control Officer Joan Zelasny and the Stoddard Fire & Rescue Department.
Thank you all for your cooperation and support.
All Town employees deserve a vote of gratitude for their fme work during the
1999 year. I feel Stoddard is extremely fortunate in having a nucleus of
conscientious and dedicated employees and volunteers who contribute to
making this town an enjoyable and affordable community.
In closing, we wish to remind everyone that in case of an Emergency please
call 911. If it is not an Emergency and you would like to talk to a Stoddard
Police Officer, you can reach us either at the Department, 446-3597, or
through Mutual Aid non-emergency, 352-1291.
Respectfully Submitted
David Vaillancourt, Constable/Police Chief
STODDARD POLICE DEPARTMENT ANNUAL REPORT
STATISTICS FOR 1999





Motor Vehicle Theft 4
Criminal Threatening 1
Disturbance 1















Untimely Death Reports 1
Vandalism 1
Court Trials 8
Total MV Stops 175
Total Misc. Motor Vehicle Warnings 103
Total Misc. Motor Vehicle Summons 72
Patrol Hours 476
Total Hours 1650
PLANNING BOARD REPORT 1999
1 999 proved to be an active year for the Stoddard Planning Board. In
addition to the normally scheduled meetings, the Planning Board held several
work sessions, continued Public Hearings and conducted two site visits for
Site Plan Review during the year.
Two subdivisions were approved. One located on a privately maintained
road of a subdivision built before the Planning Board was created, was
approved with a variance by the Zoning Board of Adjustment. The second, a
two lot subdivision and immediate voluntary merger of the resultant lots to
the contiguous abutters' lots. Two Site Plan Reviews were completed and
approved for local businesses.
Many hours have been spent in normal and special meetings to review our
current Site Plan Review Regulations with the goal of clarifying and
simplifying the Site Plan process. This effort should be completed early in
2000.
A significant development concerning the Stoddard Master Plan occurred as
an outcome of the Stoddard Vision 2000 effort in the fall. The Vision 2000
process identified updating of the Master Plan to be a top priority and as a
result formed a citizens advisory committee to the Planning Board for the
purpose of acting as a research vehicle for the Master Plan update. The
Planning Board sanctioned the Master Plan Advisory Committee in October
and their assistance is welcomed. These committee meetings are open to all
in Stoddard and everyone is encouraged to participate in the process. I ask
that you support this effort in the coming year.
I would like to thank all the members of the Board for their patience and
support during this past year. Your commitment and enthusiasm is greatly
appreciated. In addition, a special thanks to Patricia Campbell and Patricia
Putnam for their assistance in my transition to Planning Board Chair.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark R. Krider, Chair






Sue Francis - Alternate
Patricia Putnam, Secretary to the Board
ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 1999
1999 was a time of learning for the ZBA. Several members attended the fall
classes scheduled by the NH Municipal Association. We are presented with
diversified applications, and any knowledge we can collect that helps us
render a decision is also welcomed.
New this year, at two consecutive meetings of the Board, it was voted that it
would become Board policy to conduct an "on site" inspection for all
applications that we are presented with. We have found that this physical
inspection and walking the lines that will become affected by our decision has
helped immensely in our decision making process.
Our second big "change" is that all fmdings will contain a breakdown/reasons
for our decision. When a property receives a special exception or variance,
this information is added to the affected property file. As the variance or
special exception continues when a property changes ownership, present and
fiature Selectmen should fmd this most helpful.
This year we welcome two new members to the Board: Virginia Kiehn and
Fred Ward! Eric Kiehn served the ZBA for 5 years and we would like to
extend our thanks for his contributions. Richard Betz served the ZBA for
over 2 years but has stepped down as a full time member, and we are grateful
that he remains on the Board as an alternate! We welcome back Roscoe
Putnam who served as a full member but was unable to continue due to new
employment; however, Roscoe has come back on as an alternate. Life's
pressures are always changing the size of the ZBA, usually shrinking the
membership! This is the first time, since I was first appointed over 10 years
ago, that we have 5 full members and 2 alternates all at the same time!
Respectfiilly submitted,
Beverly Power, Chairperson
REPORT OF ANIMAL CONTROL DEPARTMENT
1999
The Animal Control responded to 71 animal related incidents during
the year. Stoddard Police Department also responded to many of the calls
received. Their continued support and assistance is very much appreciated.
Of the calls responded to, they were of the following nature: 1 Animal
Welfare; 1 Assist other ACQ; 2 dog bite; 4 hit by car (2 dogs survived, 1 dog
and 1 cat did not); 17 reports of Stoddard dogs running loose (many of the
reports involved the same owner - notice I do not blame the dog(s).); 3
reports of horses running loose (all were returned to their pastures safely); 4
lost cats (3 returned home safely); 9 dogs reported missing by owners (all
returned, eventually), 5 wildlife complaints, 8 nuisance (mostly complaints of
noise caused by chronic barking), 10 stray dogs (1 never claimed, but
adopted by people who happened to see his plight on Route 9, and all others
reclaimed by owners).
The fmal one was stray cats. There were 6 stray (3, unfortunately,
possibly dropped off by former owner). The 3 kittens (veterinary
determination was age 8 weeks or so) were black and white in color and were
found in 3 distant locations from each other. It is hard to imagine a more
callous fate for these infants during a very cold period of weather this past
Fall. There are too many resources for these creatures to find a safe haven to
condone such a cruel and unkind action. We happen to have a very kind and
caring community in regards to animals and it is unacceptable to believe
someone actually could commit such an action against such a helpless
creature in this Town.
The Town ofNelson again invited Stoddard to join in a Rabies
vaccination clinic at their Town Hall this past April. While overall attendance
was down from last year, many Stoddard residents took advantage of
vaccination and licensing of their pets at the Clinic.
Please remember, the best hope of fmding a lost pet is early
communication. Post notices on the various bulletin boards, notify Animal
Control, Stoddard Police, call the Monadnock Humane Society, contact your
neighbors. There is no such thing as excess when a pet wanders away from
home. You can contact me at home, 446-7502 or work 446-3302. If I am
unavailable at the time, please contact the Stoddard Police Department
though Fire Mutual Aid in Keene.
Respectfully submitted,
Joan Zelasny, Animal Confrol
DAVIS PUBLIC LIBRARY
The Library is open Thursday evenings from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. and on
Satiirday mornings 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Approximately 500 books, magazines, videotapes and audio books
were donated to the library in 1999. 150 new books and videos were also
purchased during the year. The library currently receives National
Geographic, Smithsonian, Country, Guidepostfor Kids, Dartmouth
Medicine, Boys Quest, Highhghtsfor Children, Success, Taste ofHome and
Quick Cooking magazines.
Three tubs of flowers were placed at the library this year by Mary Lou
Stymest in memory of John Secco. She cared for them throughout the
season.
Jerome Riesenberg of Connecticut Valley Office Machines donated a
copier stand and paper, and contributed his time to clean and check the
library photocopier.
The library continues to subscribe to the Junior Literary Guild,
receiving three new award winning books of different reading levels each
month. The library now has a large collection of videotapes and a smaller
collection of audio tapes. Earle Lund and Alan Rumrill designated their
Rotary Bookshelf contributions to the Davis Library during 1999. Louise
Johnson and Phyllis Sawyer also made cash contributions.
We extend our thanks to all of those who made donations to the
collections during 1999 These included Phyllis Sawyer, Lena Vaillancourt,
Pat Putnam, Pat Hebert, Mr. & Mrs. James Kelly, Tom Chagnon, Ruth Moe,
Eunice Fiske, Patty Hill, Marline Leotta, Louise Johnson, Joan Zelasny, Pat
Campbell, Angelina RoUo, Vita Ostrowski, Ray Colclough, Do Secco,
Robert & Beverly Murray, Ralph & Harriet Beckwith, Nancy Bailey,





LIBRARY TRUSTEES REPORT 1999




1999 represented a year of both change and growth for the Stoddard Conservation
Commission. In June, former Chair, Jo Anne Carr resigned from the Commission,
leaving just two active Commission members for the busy summer season. As a
result of the personnel shortage, the lake monitoring program was not as well
coordinated as it has been in the past, but thanks to the lay monitors of all our lakes,
the testing continued. A summary of the 1998 testing season is summarized in the
Lakes Monitoring report.
On Thursday, July 8th, the Conservation Commission hosted a workshop on New
Hampshire's Comprehensive Shoreline Protection Act (CSPA). Gary Springs from
the Department of Environmental Services gave a very effective computerized
program that was projected onto a big screen. The 1994 CSPA sets minimum
standards and requirements for the development, use and subdivision of all land
within 250 feet of the water's edge. Protecting shoreland is essential for
maintaining water quality in our lakes and rivers. Unfortunately, this program was
poorly attended.
In Stoddard, waterfront owners on all lakes continue to violate provisions of the
CSPA, by cutting and removing trees and roots within 150 feet of the shoreline; by
disturbing soil within 250 feet of the shoreline without following Best Management
Practices for erosion control; by making improvements to existing beaches or by
creating new beaches without obtaining a permit and following the proper
procedure; and by building or placing docks that do not conform to sizes that
correspond with their respective frontage. Making sure that waterfront property
owners are aware of the provisions of the CSPA remains the biggest challenge to
the Conservation Commission and the various lake associations. Violations of the
CSPA represents one of the biggest threats to the water quality of our many lakes.
As in the past, the Conservation Commission would like to remind folks that any
work involving dredging or fill in wetlands, including the placement of docks, piers,
beaches, abutments, retaining walls, etc., or new construction within 250 feet to
lakes and ponds requires an application to the NH DES. In addition, the Town has
established a 50 foot buffer zone to wetlands and surface waters. No alteration is
allowed in that Zone for new construction projects, except by special exception
granted through the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
For the second year, the Conservation Commission coordinated two Household
Hazardous Waste Collection days in conjunction with the City of Keene's recycling
program. Collections are held on Saturday mornings at the Keene recycling center
off ofRoute 12, north of Keene. This year only 6 households participated, which is
down significantly from last year. It is the responsibility of every citizen to make
sure that household hazards such as batteries (auto and disposable flashlight
batteries, etc.), poisons, lawn and garden herbicides/pesticides, engine oils, oil
based paints, thinners, anti-freeze, etc. are taken to the recycling center and not just
tossed "out back" or in a trash bag that goes into the dumpster. With 270 million
people in this country, we all need to make a responsible effort to dispose of our
hazardous materials in an environmentally sound manner. Otherwise, it will wind
up in someone's drinking water....perhaps yours. Collection dates for this year will
include a spring and fall collection. Look for dates and time in the local papers and
at the transfer station.
The Stoddard Community profile generated strong interest in the Town's natural
resources and concern for their protection. As a result of this interest, several new
members joined the Conservation Commission, bringing the total to 5 full members
and one alternate. The Conservation Commission meets every 2nd Thursday of
each month, 7 p.m. at the Town Hall.
Two members of the Conservation Commission attended the 29th Annual Meeting
of the NH Association of Conservation Commissions in Concord, NH on Saturday,
November 6, 1999. They attended workshops in "Dealing with Growth",
"Wetlands and Wetlands Permitting" and "Natural Resources Inventories on
Conservation Land".








Lakes Report Summaries/Concerns - 1998 Sampling Season
Note - the Lakes Reports are issued the winter following the sampling season.
Therefore to be included in the Town report, the summary is that of the previous
year. For the 1999 summaries contact your lake monitors in March 2000.
Algaei Algae are microscopic, free floating plants found in lakes that are a natural
and necessary part of any lake's food chain. However, an overabundance of algae
may result from excess nutrients entering the lake from the surrounding watershed.
Algae concentrations are monitored by measuring the chlorophyll-a concentrations
in the water. Large fluctuations of algae from one year to the next could be an
indication of nutrient enrichment or contamination, which is not desirable. For all of
Stoddard's lakes, stable levels of chlorophyll are desirable.
Granite Lake: Chlorophyll-a concentrations appear to be stabilizing.
Concentrations were only slightly higher this year than in recent years.
Island Pond: Chlorophyll-a concentrations appear to be stable.
Highland Lake: Chlorophyll-a concentrations appear to be improving,
indicating a decrease in algae concentrations.
Center Pond: Chlorophyll-a concentrations appear to be slightly worsening,
indicating increasing concentrations of algae.
Identifying sources of nutrients in the watershed and developing techniques to
reduce their impacts will help keep algae at a normal, healthy level.
Water Transparency: Water clarity or transparency is the simplest indicator of
water quality in our lakes, and is measured using a Secchi disk. The transparency of
lakes may be impacted by many factors, including algae abundance, sediment
suspended in the water as a result of erosion, and natural tea coloring of the water.
Weather may also play an important part; many NH lakes had murkier waters in
1998 as a result of the exceptional rains in June (over U" according to my Tree
Farm rain gauge). Heavy rains wash away materials on unstabilized roads, erode
unvegetated shorelines, wash over paved surfaces, and flush out wetlands.
Granite Lake: Transparency is improving.
Island Pond: Transparency has a stable trend.
Highland Lake: Transparency is improving.
Center Pond: Transparency has a stable trend.
Phosphorus: Phosphorus is the nutrient which regulates the growth of algae and
aquatic plants. Keeping phosphorus levels low will ensure healthy low levels of
algae in the lake and prevent the lake from aging unnaturally fast.
Granite Lake: Phosphorus levels in the upper layer of the lake is stable, while
the lower layer is showing a slightly worsening trend (levels increasing).
Island Pond: Phosphorus levels in upper and lower levels show an improving
trend.
Highland Lake: Phosphorus levels show a stable trend, however, there are
seasonal fluctuations in certain parts of the lake.
Center Pond: Phosphorus levels show a general improving trend, however,
the lower layer continues to be elevated above the upper layer concentrations.
The low oxygen concentrations on the bottom are due to decomposition,
which triggers phosphorus release from the mud. Since this natural process
adds phosphorus to the water, prevention of nutrient-laden runofffrom the
watershed is all the more important.
Residents who live in the watersheds of lakes must understand the connection
between what they do on their land and the quality of the lake. Prevention of
pollution and awareness are the key to keeping phosphorus levels from increasing.
Bacteria Counts: The feces of any warm blooded animal contains E. coli bacteria
as well as other pathogens. While E. coli itself is not particularly harmlul, the
associated pathogens which often accompany it can be. In 1998 and 1999, as many
as 60 geese have been observed at any one time on the south end of Highland Lake,
near the boat launch. Feeding waterfowl not only encourages them to stay in one
place, creating a public health hazard, but it also creates a dependency on humans.
Geese may not follow necessary migration patterns, and young geese may not leam
to property feed themselves.
Since geese defecate several times per day, much of it directly into the water, this
can lead to a significant source of phosphorus enrichment, which can lead to algae
blooms. E. coli concentrations in the area of the geese on the southern end of
Highland Lake were greater than 200 counts per 100 mL in 1998. In 1999, they
were 88 counts per 100 mL. In 1999 a very high E. coli count of 1,295 counts per
100 mL was observed in Crescent Pond, a small pond draining to the Highland Lake
tributary, Carr Brook.
The NH Department of Environmental Services (DES) has encouraged the Town to
1) support fiuther testing to pinpoint bacterial sources, and 2) encourage the
residents to stop feeding the geese.
A petition for a Town Warrant Article, prohibiting the feeding of waterfowl has
been submitted for the voters' consideration at the March, 2000 Town Meeting.
Bacteria counts were very low or undetected in Center Pond, Island Pond and
Granite Lake. For additional information on observations and field notes for the
four Stoddard Lakes, for the 1998 monitoring season, contact the Conservation
Commission.
For information regarding Wetlands Dredge and Fill Permits, Standard Criteria For
New & Existing Dock Construction, or the Shoreline Protection Act (working 250
feet or less from the lake shore), contact the Conservation Commission (446-3439)





HOME HEALTHCARE, HOSPICE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF STODDARD
JANUARY 1, 1999 TO DECEMBER 31, 1999
Annual Report
In 1999, Home Healthcare, Hospice and Community Services continued to
provide home care and community services to the residents of Stoddard.
The following information represents a projection of HCS's activities in
your community in 1999. The projection is based on actual services
provided from January through September 1 999 and an estimate of usage
during October, November and December.
Service Report
SERVICES OFFERED
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
MEETING JULY 11, 1999
The annual meeting of the Granite Lake Village District commenced at
approximately 1 :00 p.m., July 11, 1999 in order to vote on the following
articles.
Article 1. To choose one Commissioner, David Knight, for a term of three
years; and to see whether the inhabitants of the district will elect for the
offices of Clerk, Sally Ripley, Moderator, John Halter, Treasurer, Tom
Yocono, each for a one year term.
The motion to accept as read was appropriately moved and seconded. The
vote was in the affirmative.
Article 2. To see if the district will vote to authorize the commissioners to
borrow in anticipation of taxes.
The vote was appropriately moved and seconded.
The vote was affirmative.
Article 3. To see if the district will vote to raise the sum of $500.00 to
defray village district expenses for the ensuing year and make appropriations
of the same.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. Vote was affirmative.
Article 4. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of
$1000.00 to purchase liability insurance to cover the district.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. Vote was affirmative.
Article 5. To see if the district will raise and appropriate the sum of.
$500.00 to add to the capital reserve firnd for dam maintenance and repair.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. Vote was affirmative.
Article 6. To see if the district will accept llmds from the Granite Lake
Association and from any other source for the purpose of maintaining,
repairing, and replacing and dam.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. Vote was affirmative.
Article 7. To see if the district will schedule its annual meeting directly
following the Granite Lake Association annual meeting in July, 2000.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. Vote was affirmative.
Article 8. To see if the disfrict will vote to place the sum of $4000.00 now
in the capital reserve fund into a certificate of deposit.
The motion was appropriately moved and seconded. Vote was affirmative.
A move to adjourn was appropriately moved and seconded. The vote
was affirmative and the meeting adjourned at approximately 1 :20 p.m.
Respectftilly,
Sally Ripley, Clerk
1 998 Granite Lake Water Oualitv Summarvl
1998 Granite Lake Water Oualitv Summarv
TOWN MEETING - TOWN OF STODDARD
MARCH 9, 1999
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stoddard in the County of Cheshire in the
State ofNew Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said Stoddard on
the tenth (9th) day of March 1999 at Eleven (1 1 :00 AM) of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 11 :00 AM TO 7:00 PM
Art. 1
:
To choose by ballot all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing
year.
Results of the election as follows:
Selectman:
will be truly missed.
Art. 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 to maintain E-91 1 records. The Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Moved by Louis GrandPre' . Seconded by Dennis
Marquis. Article 4 is adopted.
Art. 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$200.00 for the operation of the Stoddard Conservation Commission.
The Conservation Commission and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Moved by JoAnn Carr, Seconded by Carol Hoffman.
Article 5 is adopted.
Art. 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,200.00 for the Lay Monitoring Program. The Conservation
Commission and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by JoAnn Carr, Seconded by Carol Hoffman. Article 6 is
adopted.
Art. 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for the residents of Stoddard to participate in four (4) Town
household hazardous waste collection days at the City of Keene
Recycling Center. Collection dates are scheduled for 4/24, 5/15, 6/5
& 6/19-1999 from SAM-1PM. The Conservation Commission and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Article 7 is adopted.
Art. 8: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$52,000.00 for the operational expenses of the Stoddard Recycling
and Transfer Station. The Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Moved by George Davenport, Seconded by Dennis Marquis.
AMENDMENT by Louis GrandPre' to raise and appropriate the sum
of $60,560.00 for the operational expenses of the Stoddard Recycling
and Transfer Station. Seconded by Dennis Marquis. As of April 1
5
the Keene Landfill will be closing and all rubbish will have to be
transported. With no objection Dennis Stewart from Waste
Management speaks on the issue and the additional costs. No further
discussion on the article. Article 8 is adopted as amended
unanimously.
Art. 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,225.00 for the operation and maintenance of the Davis Library.
The Library Trustees and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Motion by Frances Rumrill, Seconded by Lucy Hill.
Article 9 is adopted.
Art. 1 0: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$20,215.00 for the operation budget of the Stoddard Fire and Rescue
Department for the ensuing year. The Fire & Rescue Department and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by Brian Cahill,
Seconded by Joe Sarcione. Article 10 is adopted.
Art. 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$23,976.00 for the lease payment of the four-wheel drive front line
pumper Fire engine. The Fire and Rescue Department and the
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Brian Cahill,
seconded by Joe Sarcione. Brian Cahill reports there are three more
payments on the truck, then the Town gets to buy it for $1 .00. Article
1 1 is adopted.
Art. 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$4,500.00 for Antrim ambulance service for the ensuing year. The
Fire & Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Motion by John Wilder, seconded by Candy Wilder.
Article 12 is adopted.
Art. 13: To see if the Town wall vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$500.00 for Marlow ambulance service for the ensuing year. The Fire
& Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Motion by John Wilder, seconded by Candy Wilder.
Article 13 is adopted.
Art. 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for the purchase of building material, to construct a
building behind the Fire Station to house the Rescue Boat. The Fire &
Rescue Department and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Joe Sarcione, seconded by Shannon Sarcione. Brian Cahill
reports due to some enviroimiental issues that have to be addressed,
makes a motion to indefinitely postpone Article 14. Seconded by Joe
Sarcione. Article 14 is indefinitely postponed.
Art. 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Fire Warden. The
Fire Warden and the Selectmen recommend this appropriation.
Motion by Joe Sarcione, seconded by Shannon Sarcione. Article 1 5 is
adopted.
Art. 16: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$30,500.00 ($6,500.00 to be raised by - $24,000.00 in revenue) for
the purpose of clean-up/damage caused during the 1998 ice storm.
This grant from the NH Ice Storm Community Forestry Grant
approved by the Governor and Council. The Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Motion by Dennis Marquis, seconded by Louis
GrandPre'. Louis GrandPre' Selectman reports that $24,000.00 is a
Grant, but there is a requirement for the Tovm to match that with
$6,500.00 in order for the Town to get the grant. Some discussion on
the roads which need clean up. Article 16 is adopted.
Art. 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 for the purchase of a second hand one ton four-wheel
drive vehicle to replace the old surplus three-quarter ton vehicle,
known as the brush truck. The Fire Warden recommends this
appropriation. The Selectmen recommend this article on a two to one
vote. Motion by Joe Sarcione, seconded by Shannon Sarcione.
Discussion follows. Joe reports the old trucks roof is ripped open,
there are mechanical problems and parts are not available. After
further discussion. Article 1 7 is adopted.
Art. 18: To see if the Town will accept a 7/1 Oths of a mile section of
Kings Highway, extending from the Hidden Lake Civic Association
sign/map south to that portion of Kings Highway that is currently a
Town Highway, as a Town Highway (Class V). The cost for
conforming the highway to the Town's construction standards and
requirements, if necessary, are to be allocated by way of a betterment
assessment on the owners of property abutting and served by Kings
Highway as provided for by RSA 23 1 :29. (By Petition) The
Selectmen have no recommendation on this article. Motion by Cheryl
Woods, seconded by Tim Hogue. Discussion by Cheryl Woods
explaining what needs to be done. The Selectmen would see that the
portion of road would be brought to Town standards. The Selectmen
would notify all the property owners, have a public hearing and the
owners of the property would be charged a betterment tax.
AMENDMENT by Harry Power to change the wording of the article
as suggested by Town counsel. The article would then read; To see if
the Town will vote pursuant to RSA 231 :22-a to reclassify from class
VI to class V, a seven tenths (7/10) of a mile section of Kings
Highway extending from the Hidden Lake Civic Association sign/map
south to that portion of Kings Highway that is currently class V; such
reclassification to be conditional upon compliance with betterment
assessments as provided in RSA 231 :28-33. The public hearing
required by RSA 231 :28 shall be held within 120 days. Seconded by
George Davenport. The Amendment passes unanimously. Discussion
on the amendment. Bill Robinson the Lawyer representing the HLD
is allowed to speak. He explains the Betterment assessment. The
public hearing would have all the information on costs involved and
answers to any questions. Brian Michaud moves to limit debate,
seconded by Gordon Gamett. Article 1 8 is adopted, as Amended.
Art. 1 9: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 19,854.00 for Winter and Summer maintenance, emergencies and
planned repair of Town roads and bridges. The Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Motion by David Vaillancourt
seconded by Joe Sarcione. Article 1 9 is adopted.
Art. 20: To see if the Town will vote to appoint the Selectmen as agents
to expend funds in the Shedd Hill Bridge Capital Reserve Fund
created in 1994. The Selectmen recommend this article. Motion by
Louis GrandPre', seconded by Dermis Marquis. The bids on the
bridge would definitely go out this year according to Louis GrandPre'
.
Article 20 is adopted.
Art. 21 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$128,570.00 to defray Town charges for the ensuing year. The
Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Moved by Dennis Marquis,
seconded by Louis GrandPre' . Discussion follows. Article 21 is
adopted.
Art. 22: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$24,000.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Police
Department. The Police Department and the Selectmen recommend
this appropriation. Motion by David Vaillancourt, seconded by
JoAnne Vaillancourt. Article 22 is adopted.
Art. 23: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$2,635.00 as the operating budget for the Stoddard Planning Board for
the ensuing year. The Stoddard Planning Board and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Moved by Harry Power, seconded by
Frances Rumrill. Article 23 is adopted.
Art. 24: To see if the town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$71 1 .00 for the membership to the Southwest Region Planning
Commission for the ensuing year. The Stoddard Planning Board and
the Selectmen recommend this appropriation. Motion by Harry
Power, seconded by Frances Rumrill. Article 24 is adopted.
Art. 25: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,200.00 for the operating budget of the Stoddard Zoning Board for
the ensuing year. The Stoddard Zoning Board and the Selectmen
recommend this appropriation. Motion by Beverly Power, Seconded
by Louis GrandPre' . Article 25 is adopted.
Art. 26: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1,160.00 for the purchase of an Intel Pentium 233 MHz computer
with Windows 98 operating system and Lexmark printer for use by
the Planning Board, Supervisors of the Checklist and Zoning Board of
Adjustment. The Planning Board, Supervisors of the Checklist,
Zoning Board of Adjustment and the Selectmen recommend this
appropriation. Discussion: George Davenport asks the PB if this
system will be large enough for all the departments. Harry Power
feels this will be adequate for at least 4 years. AMENDMENT by
George Davenport to raise the sum of $2,000.00 for the purchase of a
computer Windows 98 system and printer, to be used by the Planning
Board, Supervisors of the Checklist and the ZBA. On a voice vote the
AMENDMENT fails. Article 26 is adopted as presented for
$1,160.00.
Art. 27: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$800.00 to Home Health care. Hospice and Community Services
(HCS) to support the continuance of home and health services being
provided to the residents of Stoddard. (By Petition) The Selectmen
have no recommendation on this article. Motion by Joan Zelasny,
seconded by Joanne Carr. Article 27 is adopted.
Art. 28: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$630.00 for services provided by Monadnock Family Services to
uninsured and underinsured residents of Stoddard. (By Petition) The
Selectmen have no recommendation on this article. Motion by Joan
Zelasny, seconded by George Davenport. Discussion follows. Article
28 is adopted.
Art. 29: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,474.00 to help support the work of the Community Kitchen Inc.,
in Keene, N.H. (By Petition) The Selectmen have no recommendation
on this article. Motion by Jean Slepian, seconded by Joan Zelasny.
Jean Slepian reports on the Community Kitchens records for residents
of Stoddard that have used their services. 58 individual persons, 17
households have participated in 1998. More discussion follows. A
gentleman would like to speak on behalf of the Community Kitchen.
There is objection to his speaking. There is concern to spending tax
dollars on public benefits and more discussion. On a standing vote it
was clear to the Moderator Art. 29 passed. Article 29 is adopted.
Art. 30: To see if the Town will agree to form a Recreation Commission
consisting of three residents appointed to three year staggered
terms pursuant to RSA 35-B:4 (By Petition) The Selectmen
recommend this article. Motion by Tim Hogue, seconded by
Gordon Gamett. Article 30 is adopted.
Art. 31 : To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$10,000.00 to be used by the Recreation Commission to further
the development of the ball field beside the James Faulkner
Elementary School and to promote recreation in the Town. (By
Petition) The Selectmen recommend this article. Motion by
Chet Pratt, seconded by Tim Hogue. Discussion follows.
Article 31 is adopted.
Any other business to come before this meeting:
The Moderator asks anyone who has been elected to come forward to be
sworn in.
Doe Secco thanks everyone for putting the Memorial for her husband John
Secco, Sr. in the Annual Town Report. John passed away July 23, and he
will be missed by all.
Joarme Carr reports that there will b a meeting of open discussion on March
23 at 7:00 PM at the Stoddard Multipurpose room. Everyone is invited to
attend. The intent is to begin a Community Profile supported by Antioch for
the future of our Town above and beyond our Zoning Ordinances.
Moved and seconded to adjourn.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:20 p.m.
Respectfully Submitted:
Joan A. Read - Town Clerk
MINUTES OF JULY 10, 1999 PUBLIC HEARING
Town of Stoddard/Public Hearing
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Pursuant to RSA 23 1 :28 you are hereby notified that a Public Hearing will be
held on July 10, 1999, 1:00 PM at the Hidden Lake Civic Association
Clubhouse Building in Stoddard, N.H.
The purpose of this Public Hearing is for the Stoddard Selectmen to inform all
owners of property abutting or served by Kings Highway (specifically, a
seven tenths (7/10) of a mile section of Kings Highway extending irom the
Hidden Lake Civic Association sign/map south to that portion of Kings
Highway that is currently Class V) of the details for the proposed
construction or repairs, the estimated costs thereof, and the related
Betterment Assessments proposed to cover the costs of the proposed road
improvements to reclassify the said seven tenths (7/10) of a mile section of
Kings Highway fi-om Class VI to Class V.
This Public hearing responds to petitioned Warrant Article 18 of the March
16, 1999 Stoddard Town Meeting.
RSA 23 1 :28: CONDITIONAL LAYOUT FOR EXISTING PRIVATE
RIGHTS-OF-WAY OR CLASS VI HIGHWAYS.
Whenever, pursuant to the provisions of this chapter, the Selectmen receive a
petition to lay out roads over existing private rights-of-way or to lay out a
Class V highway over an existing Class VI highway and such private
right-of-way or Class VI highway does not conform to construction standards
and requirements currently in effect in the Town, the Selectmen may
conditionally lay out roads upon compliance with betterment assessments as
provided in this section and in RSA 23 1 :29-33. Prior to commencement of
conditional layout, however, a public hearing shall be held, written notice of
which shall be given by the appropriate governing board to all owners of
property abutting or served by the private right-of-way or class VI highway,
at least 14 days before the hearing, at which hearing details of the proposed
construction, reconstruction or repairs and the estimated costs thereof shall be
presented by the Selectmen. Conditional layout proceedings may commence
1 days following the public hearing unless within that period a petition not to
conditionally lay out said thoroughfare signed by a majority of the owners of
property abutting or served by the existing private right-of-way or class VI
highway is received by the Selectmen. If a highway is so laid out, the
Selectmen may construct, reconstruct, repair or cause to be constructed,
reconstructed or repaired such highways, streets, roads, or traveled ways to
conform in every way with the highway or street construction standards and
regulations previously established by the Town. The betterment assessments
shall be assessed under the provisions ofRSA 23 1 :29.
The meeting on July 10, 1999 was opened by Moderator Daniel Eaton. Also
present was Town Clerk, Joan Read, Selectmen, Louis GrandPre\ John
Halter and Dennis Marquis. Check list verification taken care ofby Pauline
Marquis and Virginia GrandPre\
Discussion follows: After the discussion there will be one vote per property
owner.
Some concerns of discussion:
The areas to be cleared for widening of the road.
Costs involved in maintaining. Once a road becomes a Class V the Town




Estimated 249 Users and Abutters which equals $240.97 each. If this passes
today, the next step in the procedure will be to petition the Superior Court for
a Special Town Meeting for the voters to come back (pursuant to the Warrant
Article passed in March) to raise and appropriate some money which would
be approximately $120,000.00. $60,000.00 of this would come from the
Betterment Tax.
Motion to limit debate moved and seconded. Moderator calls for a ballot
vote.
There were 48 voters
43 YES and 5 NO Process is adopted, on the Special
Town Meeting.
The Petition filed with the Superior Court, State ofNew Hampshire Cheshire
County was denied on August 13, 1999.
"The Court does not conclude that the Town's request meets the criteria for
calling of a special meeting as outlined in IN RE Mascoma Valley Regional
School District, supra. The Town's request for a special Town Meeting is,
therefore, denied."
Respectftilly submitted:
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To the inhabitants of the School District in the town of Stoddard qualified to vote in
District affan-s:
You are hereby notified to meet at The James Faulkner Elementary School Multipurpose
Room on the 9th day of March 2000 at 7:00 p.m. to act on the following subjects:
1. To choose by nonpartisan ballot, the following School District officials:
A. 1 School Board Member 3 year term
B. 1 School Board Treasurer 1 year term
C. 1 Clerk 1 year term
D. 1 Moderator 1 year term
E. 1 Auditor 1 year term
2. To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees and other officers chosen. (THIS
WARRANT ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (Majority vote
required.)
3. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and fix compensation for
any other officers or agents of the District. (THIS WARRANT ARTICLE IS
SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (Majority vote required.) (The funding for
this Warrant Article is included in Warrant Article #4, the operating budget.)
4. To see what sum of money the District shall vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries of School District officials and agents,
and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District. (THIS WARRANT
ARTICLE IS SUPPORTED BY THE SCHOOL BOARD.) (Majority vote required.)
5. To choose agents and committees in relation to any subject in the warrant.
6. To transact any other business that may legally come before said meeting.










Once again, we had another successful year at the James Faulkner Elementary School,
largely due to our dedicated staff, parents and volunteers who so unselfishly give many hours of
their time to our school and its programs.
This year has brought with it many new staff members: Nancy Kowalski, Kindergarten
and first grade teacher; Bob Henry, full-time Special Education teacher; Marie-Lise Reilly, part-
time Art and French teacher; Stacy Sprague, Food Service, and Helen Hayes, Secretary.
Highlights and changes for this school year include:
> Maggie Sergeant and the James Faulkner Elementary School were featured in
Newsweek Magazine. The ai'ticle focused on Maggie's dedication to setting up access
for our students to the internet and the obstacles she has overcome with very little
money and few supplies.
> SAU #29 in Keene was invited to a board meeting to update the Stoddard School
Board on the cost and options of joining. Phil McCormack, Superintendent, and
Deanne Haskell, Assistant Superintendent, attended the meeting. The result was
about a $3,000. increase over the Stoddard School District portion of being in SAU #24.
The school board decided to remain with SAU #24 at this time.
> Lynn Jarest resigned from the Stoddard School Board. Russ Huntley agreed to
complete this year's term and will run for the 3 year term.
> Sherry LaPointe resigned as board secretary. Helen Hayes was appointed to replace
her.
James Faulkner Elementary School currently has 48 students in grades K - 5 and four
elementary students in the Washington School District. There are twenty students at Keene
Middle School and twenty-two at Keene High School. The Keene School District has initiated a
new procedure of separating regular and special education tuition charges commencing with the
2000-2001 school budget.
The board and staff have worked exceptionally hard this year at keeping costs down while
maintaining a quality education. There are two projects the board will address in the near
future: installing a water purification system and paving the remainder of the entrance and
driveway at the school.
The board would like to thank all of our staff for their endless hours of hard work and the
positive atmosphere they have created at our school. The results show throughout the student
body and the community, where we have received many positive comments. Special thanks also
to Lisa LaFleur and Warren Sergeant who have volunteered countless hours at our school and to
all of the other volunteers who have helped make our school the great environment it is. Thank







This past year was one of enjoyment for all of us at the school. With
our new multipurpose room, we have been able to expand into some
wonderful programs for our students. All ai'eas of our curriculum have been
greatly improved due to this new space. The entire school can now meet
together as one in a comfortable setting. Students have been able to proudly
display their projects, and perform their school programs right in their own
school building! Along with the new addition, we have some new staff
members that have joined the James M. Faulkner Elementary School.
Our new K/1 teacher is Nancy Kowalski. Nancy has her BA from Kean
College of New Jersey, and a Special Education Certification from the New
Hampshire University System. Her teaching career includes experience and
certifications in the areas of elementary education and special education,
with a focus on reading instruction and remedial reading, and she has taught
at the preschool level.
Finally, this year, the part time special educator position has been upgraded
to a full time position! Filling this position is Bob Henry. Bob has a Master's
Degree with a specialization in emotional and behavioral disorders. He
taught a Life Skills Curriculum at Hillsboro-Deering High School, and also
attended the Culinary Institute of America m Hyde Park, N.Y.
One of the biggest additions to the school is a full time secretary! Teachers
can now spend more time with students, and less time on the phone, or
greeting visitors. Helen Hayes has taken on this large task. Helen is a
resident of Stoddard, who actually attended school in Stoddard. Before
coming to work at the school, she spent four and a half years working for the
Bank of N.H. as a teller and Customer Service Representative.
Looking back to the spring of 1999, the KJl class spent some time studying
plants, birds, and butterflies.
In the spring of 1999, the second and third grade studied fairy tales in an
effort to discover commonalities among cultures and develop better writing
skills as well. During their study of fairy tales, they also worked on a mini
unit about Harriet Tubman and the anti-slavery movement in the Ignited
States. To finish up the 1998-99 year, the class studied about recycling and
ecology in our surrounding area. In order to better understand about
recycling, the students took a trip to the Keene recycling center and were able
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to observe the recycling process in action. All were very impressed by the
amount of trash accumulated in one day of collection.
The 4/5 class was busy following the Iditarod as they rooted for their selected
musher. Then they spent some time studying about the Iroquois Indians,
and even got to make hand woven baskets with Mr. Lagasse and Mr.
LaFleur. All of this was part of their literature based reading program. Mr.
LaFleur's class also enjoyed the "Science Magic" program, which was part of
their Science-By-Mail program. Students got to ci'eate different kinds of
substances with household items, which had some rather surprising results.
This fall found the Stoddard School busy and eager. The K/1 class started off
an exciting school year with a unit on the monarch butterfly. They studied
the life cycle and watched several butterflies emerge from their chrysalis.
The butterflies were released to begin their migration south. To go along
with this unit, the class focussed on the work of Eric Carle and "The Very
Hungry Caterpillar", as well as some of his other books.
Reading, writing and math instruction are an integral part of each day.
Intertwined with their daily 3 R's (reading, writing, and math), they have
learned much about our world.
During October, the KJl students learned about bats. They read "Stellaluna",
along with other fact based bat books. At the end of the unit, a class graph
was created which showed favorite bats that had been selected. The vampire
bat won! Then students helped build a classroom teepee as part of a unit on
Native Americans of our area. As part of the holiday decorations, the teepee
mysteriously changed into a TREE-pee! Included in the holiday celebration
was an opportunity for each child to make a gingerbread house.
This fall, the second and third grade students have been studying entomology
and maps. Students spent the first quarter researching about various insects
and the difference between insects and spiders. They finished off the unit by
designing bug masks and interviewing each other about the life styles of
various insects. All students were excited about interviewing each other. In
maps, the students have been looking at many different kinds of maps and
learning how to navigate by looking at a map. They tracked Santa through
thirteen states right before Christmas. They developed a map for their
classroom, designing the legend, scale and size of the map. To sum up the
unit, students will be orienteering around the area by the school to discover a
hidden secret.
The 4/5 class stepped back into ancient Egypt this fall, as they studied the
book The House on Hackman's Hill. Students learned how mummies were
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created, and even got to wrap a few of their own! The Nile River was
explored and many pyramids were investigated. Students got a chance to try
their hands at some old Egyptian games like Senet, Hounds and Jackals, and
The Serpent Game. Some wonderful projects were created by the students,
for their final assignment in the unit.
In preparation for the 4/5 class's study of New Hampshire History, they took
part m a simulation program called "Pilgrims". In this program, students are
placed in groups and must take on various tasks which simulate what the
Pilgrims went through when coming to the new world.
Fourth and fifth graders have been taking part in the Boston Science
Museum's Science-By-Mail program. This fall's packet deals with imaging.
Students have been experimenting with numerous ways in which an image
can be created. Students are writing down their observation, and making
diagrams of what they have worked on. These results are then sent to
scientists who have been assigned as pen pals to our students.
Another great addition to our school, is the greenhouse that was constructed
by the fourth and fifth graders, with Mr. Lagasse's guidance. We hope to
have many plants in various stages of growth, and then begin an outreach
program to local organizations. With the help of New England College
students, we have been able to put forth many of the plans for this new
program.
In closing, I would like to thank the members of the P.T.O. who have spent
many hours helping the school. Many thanks go out to all of the parents who
have supported our school and its programs. Working together, we continue






We have had a very busy year at James M. Faulkner School in regards
to technology. In 1998 - 99 we wired the school to the Internet using very
little funds and a large amount of volunteerism. Our thanks go out to Ray
Lagasse and Jeff Bush who gave a considerable amount of free time to get
our school wired. In January 1999, we unveiled the school's own web site to
the public. Students, parents, and community members are able to use the
site to find out assignments, school information, and community information.
The response to the site has been very positive.
In the fall of 1999, Newsweek magazine came to see the school and
how it utilizes technology in the classroom. Students were thrilled to receive
the attention and the article was very well written. Several weeks following
the publication of the magazine, Channel 9 news came to the school to report
on our use of the Internet as well. At the end of the year, Sylvania donated
some used computers to our school making the technology even more
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Building Fund Financial Report
REVENUES
Bond $490,000.00
Interest Income Earned $9,174.70
TOTAL REVENUE $499,174.70
EXPENDITURES




General Contractor With All Chg Orders $411,216.00
Arch & Engineer Fees $27,000.50
Survey/Testing $2,462.20
Admm & Insurance $1,864.00
Furnishings $34,935.68
First 1/2 Year Interest $12,215.24

























1998 Multipurpose Room Addition Bond
1998 SERIES A NON GUARANTEED








NEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL BOND BANK
10 PARK STREET, SUITE 102
CONCORD. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301-5303
06/18/98 (603) 271-2595 or 1 (800) 393-6422
08/15/98 FAX (603) 271-3937






Minutes are not official until approved at next school board meeting.
The meeting opened at 7:10 p.m. at the James Faulkner Elementary
School. Present were Superintendent, F. Donald Jones; Board Chairman, Brenda
Howard; Board members Carol Clark and Lynne Jarest; Interim Clerk, Sherry
Lapointe; and Moderator, Dan Eaton. Also present were Principal Mark
LaFleur, Fran Irvine, Kim Hamilton, Maggie Sergeant, and Stoddard voters.
1. OPENING OF THE POLLS - Lynne Jarest motioned to have the polls open
for voting from 7:10 until 8 p.m. or the end of the meeting. Brenda Howard
seconded the motion. All were m favor.
2. ARTICLE 2
Brenda Howard moved that the District accept the reports of agents,
auditors, committees, and other officers as printed in the Annual Report.
Lynne Jarest seconded the motion. The motion was adopted by the voters.
3. ARTICLE 3
Carol Clark moved that the District appoint the salaries of the School Board
and fix compensation for other officers and agents as included m the 1999-
2000 budget. Brenda Howard seconded the motion. The motion was adopted
by the voters.
4. ARTICLE 4
Brenda Howard moved to withdraw Article 4 for a correction. Carol Clark
seconded the motion. Brenda Howard moved that the District raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000,596 (one million, five hundred ninety-six
dollars) for the support of schools for the payment of salaries of School
District officials and agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of
the district. Carol Clai'k seconded the motion.
- Voters discussed the budget increases for 1999-2000. The following were
some of the major points discussed:
*Voters questioned the increase of the budget. 46% was due to a
rise in special education costs. Some staff members moved up
on the salary scale. Discussion ensued.
*Voters asked if the special education teacher was elevated to full
time. The special education progi-am is in need of a full time
teacher to manage the current case load. Discussion ensued.
*Voters questioned the increase in SAL' service costs. Student
increases justified a higher percentage of the district costs to be
bestowed on Stoddard. Discussion ensued.
Stoddard School District- Annual Meeting Minutes cent.
-Brenda Howard motioned to limit further debate. Lynne Jarest
seconded the motion. The motion was accepted by the voters.
-Brenda motioned for voting on Article 4 to begin by ballot. Carol
Clark seconded the motion. The vote was yes - 31 and no - 16. Article 4 was
adopted.
ARTICLE 5
Lynne Jarest moved that the District raise $75,000 (seventy-five thousand
dollars) to reduce the general fund deficit pursuant to RSA 189:28-a for the
1998-1999 school year. Brenda Howard seconded the motion. The motion was
accepted by the voters.
ARTICLE 6
Lynne Jarest moved to accept Ai-ticle 6. Brenda Howard seconded the motion.
The motion was accepted by the voters.
ARTICLE 7
Mary Lou Eaton moved to accept Ai'ticle 7. Karen Forcier seconded the
motion. The motion was accepted by the voters. Voting began.
VOTING RESULTS - Polls closed at 8:50 p.m.
School Board Member - Brenda Howard
School Board Treasurer - Joan Read
Auditor - G. Grandpre
Clerk - Sherry Lapointe
Moderator - Dan Eaton





Student List 1999 - 2000
























































































































School Administrative Unit #24
Report of the Superintendent
To the Citizens of Henniker, Stoddard and Weare:
It is a pleasure to provide a report of the School Districts of Henniker, John
Stark, Stoddard and Weare.
I hope that you have taken the opportunity to review the information
included in the various reports that are included in this publication. You will be
able to discover the financial status of your school district budget as well as read
about some of the programs that are taking place in your school.
The efforts of many of you are responsible for the successes that are taking
place in the schools. Your personal and financial support is much appreciated. As
you have heard us say on a number of occasions the dedicated staff, administrators,
volunteers, parents, school board members, civic organizations, and countless others
are the reasons why there is much respect and regard for our school districts.
I trust that we will continue to work together to create and maintain an
environment whereby all learners in the Districts can further develop the common
goal to grow and succeed. We continue to enhance our partnership with New
England College, the communities and the area agencies in order to continue the
opportunities for our students, teachers and community members.
Our constant initiative is to coordinate the curriculum offerings at the
individual schools by grade level and in turn as a kindergarten through grade
twelve benchmarking. Several staff members have been working diligently over the
past several months in order to accomplish this goal.
We ask for your continued support for the public schools in your community




School Administrative Unit #24
2000-2001 Budget
School Administrative Unit #24
2000-2001 Budget




















NET SAU ASSESSMENT $533,234 $566,373 $595,015
TITLE 1
IDEA-B Special Education
IDEA-B Sec. 619 Preschool
TITLE IV DRUG & ALCOHOL GRANT
TITLE II EISENHOWER ALAST GRANT
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PROPERTY VALUATIONS AND TAXES
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TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
AADALEN, RICHARD J &
AADALEN, RICHARD J &
AADALEN, SHARON P
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G
ABBOTT, ELMONT E & NANCY G





ABERT, THOMAS D. & SUSAN R.
ADAMS, JOHN H. & JUNE J.
ADAMS, RICHARD S. & PATRICL\
ADAMS, RICHARD S. & PATRICIA
AHNTHOLZ, ROSS C &
ALBERT FAMILY REVOCABLE
ALLEN, QUINCY L & ANNIE L
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICL\
ALLEN, RONALD H. & PATRICIA




ANDERSON, GENE & GAIL
ANDERSON, GENE & GAIL
ANDORRA FOREST LIMITED
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP/o
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST LP %
ANDORRA FOREST %
ANTONELLI, JOHN A & JEAN T
APRILE, ANTHONY J (COL) &
ARRIA, SALVATORE A
ATA, NABIL & NANETTE
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER,
ATKINSON, GARY S. & IRENE M.
ATKINSON, LANDIS W
ATKINSON, LANDIS W, III &




AUDUBON SOCIETY OF NH
AYOTTE, RONALD A
BACH, CHARLES
BADOREK, JANET H% STACY B.
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
BADOREK, JANET H% STACY B. 119-22/WF4X)LOT2631iX3S
BAILEY, HARRY A& NANCY N 127-48/WFANDRDLOT3UXjS
BAILEY, LEON W & MARILYNN L 4<»<J2/Lar-E«DCOGEFARMRD
BAKER, KENDALL O & D5-01&Q2/RT123LarS31JXj
BAKUN, DAVID E 126-59/WFJSTNRDLOT531DG
BALDINI, DONALD J. & ELLYN C. 121-1 1 /WFfRMNLOT73LDG
BALLOU,F HAROLD 104^/WF,HLLOT,BIX)GS
BALLOU, GARY F & JASON 104-06/WFJILLOT,BLDGS
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DL\NE, REl 113-17/WF,CARRLOT631DG
BALSIS, ROBERT J & DIANE, RE2 113-16/W&HLOT83LDG
BANGS, PAUL F & BEVERLY
BARKER, GERALD B
BARKER, GERALD B




BARRETT, DAVID A. & HOLLY B. 104-10/WFJILLOT,BIX)G












BECK, DANIELM & MARCY L
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS






BECKWTTH, RALPH V& HARRIET 135-37& 38/WF,TFDLOTSL1LL\B1DGS
BEESO, MICHAEL & RITA 137-29/SBRLOT31iX3S
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON 11842/H1X)LOT 19
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A& SHARON 11844/HIX>LOT 18
BEGNOCHE, KYLE A & SHARON 118-50/HLDLOT17
BEGNOCHE, KYLEA& SHARON 118-52/HIX>LOT 18A
BELANGER, MICHAEL R&HEIN, 11545T047/\VF,SLELOTS53,543LDGS
BELL, JOHN R & CAROLYN A lia-24/HUDLOT64
BELOWSKI, ADAM J & BEVERLY 122-03 /WHTYLOT 57
BELTZ, WILLIAM R. & FRANCES 134-22/TFDLOTI83UX}
BELTZ, WILLL^M R. & FRANCES 134-27/WF,TFDLOTI6A(ROW)
BENEDICT, PAUL 41405 /CFRLOT
BENEDICT, RICHARD & JOAN, 414-W/CFRLOT
BENNETT, GERDA A, ETALS 101-74/WF,HLSLOTS533LDGS
BENNETT, GERDA A& ROGER 101-02/HIX)LOTS108





BERNAGOZZI, ARMAND E, JR.
BERNIER, CARMEN
BERNIER, GERARD L &
BERNIER, RICHARD, SR&
BETZ, RICHARD L & PENELOPE
BEVERSTOCK, CAROLINE
BEZIO, PHILIP L & BONNIE L
BIG COUNTRY ACRES, LLC
















TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BIONDINO, RALPH R & JUNE M
BIONDINO, RALPH R& JUNE M
BISSELL, JAMES H
BISSELL, JAMES H
BISSELL, JAMES H C/O RENO,
BISSET, JOHN W & BARBARA E
BKBY, ROBERT C & WENDY
BLAIR, ROBERT G., Ill & ELLEN
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A &
BLANCHARD, THEODORE M. JR.
BLOCK, STANLEY A & CLAIRE W
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BLOMBERG, RAOUL BRUCE
BODELL, DR. BENSON & RUTH
BODGE, FREDERICK A &
BONCZAR, JOANNE
BOND, RANDALL T & DAWN A
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BORLAND, JOSEPH P & GAE
BOTTICELLO, MICHAEL T &
BOULEY, LEO A & VIOLETTE M,
BOURASSA, KIMBERLY
BOURN, RODNEY E & HELEN M
BOWMAN, ROBERT G. TRUSTEE
BOWRING, MARGARET
BOWRING, MARGARET
BRAGG, LESTER & ELIZABETH A
BRANON, BRIAN & LORI
BREAULT, DAVID L &
BREAULT, DAVID L&







BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCYW
BROOKS, JAMES C & NANCYW
BROWN, RICHARD C
BROWN, RICHARD C
BROWN, RICHARDM & LISA
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E&
BRUNELLE, MAURICE E &
BRYER, JAMES H & BRENDA J
BSG & COMPANY
BUCELEWICZ, WILLL\M &
BUGBEE, LEON & MASTIUANNI,
BULL, AVIS I.
BUNKER, DANIEL W. JR
BUNKER, GENE R & ROSANNE M
BUNKER, GENE R & ROSEANN
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCILLA
BUNN, RICHARD B & PRISCE.LA
TOWN OF STODDARDVALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
BURDETT, MICHEAL JAMES &
BURGE, JOSEPH L JR. & MARIA
BURKE, STEPHEN E & MARIE C
BURR, HAROLD L & MARGO M
BURR, HAROLD L & MARGO M
BURT, CHARLES R
BURTON, RICHARD A &
BUSH, CHARLES R & SANDRA A
BUSH, J & A & LABRIE, A & T
BUSH, RAYMOND B & FRANCES
BYRNE, MARY E
BYRNE, MARY E
CAHILL, BRL^W & DONNA
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) &
CALL, MARY L
CALLINAN, WILLLSlM &
CAMERON, JAMES D & BECKYM








CARLIN, KEVIN & JAMS G
CARLISLE, DALE & CAROL
CARLISLE, DENNIS WAYNE &
CARLISLE, DENNIS WAYNE &
CARLISLE RESTORATION
CARLOTTO REALTY TRUST
CARLSON, RUSSELL R, JR&
CARLSON & STEELE
CARLSON, WILLL^M A &
CARROLL, DANIEL J. & ROSALLA
CARROLL, DAVID & DIANE
CARUSO, GAILR
CASTOR, MARILYN N.
CASTOR, SUSAN J; TRUSTEE
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CASWELL, DAVID A, TRUSTEE
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CAVALLERO, RICHARD & LYNN
CECE, ELIZABETH J; CECE,
CERQUA, RICHARD J & JERI
M
CERQUA, RICHARD J & JERIE M
CHAGNON, NANCY G




CHAMPAGNE, NORMAN L &
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
CHAMPNEY, ALAN M. & PAMELA
CHAMPNEY, JAMES E, JR &
CHAMPNEY, MARK A & LISA D.
CHAMPNEY, RONALD E & AMY
CHANDLER, CHARLES
CHANDLER, CHARLES
CHAPMAN, LEONA E & BURNO,
CHARETTE, GERALD F &











CIRIELLO, JOHN L. & MARY ANN
CLARK, DENNIS A SR & CAROL
CLARK, DENNIS & CAROL
CLARK, DOROTHY L
CLARK, JOHN A & PAULINEW
CLARK, LEWIS A
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, LEWIS A & JEAN B
CLARK, PATRICL^ E (MCMAHON)
CLARK, ROBERT H & ELIZABETH
CLARK, ROBERT H & ELIZABETH
CLENNEY, LOVARD ESTATE
CLIFFORD, TIMOTHY M
CLINE, JOSHUA & CARR,
CLINE, MARGARET B., TRUSTEES
CLINE, THADDEUS & LEE A





COHEN, HERBERT & PHYLLIS G
COHEN, SUSAN M & TOD ALAN
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLCLOUGH, RAYMOND H &
COLE, CALVIN C, SR& GLADYS
COLE, EDWARD C & JOANNE C
COLLIER, FRANK M & RITA M
COLLIER, STEPHEN M
COMFORT, LAWRENCE & MARY
COMMUNITY OF ST. JOHN, THE
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATIONAND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
CONDON, ROBERT J & MELINDA
CONGDON, WILLIAM S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLL\M S. & JUNE
CONGDON, WILLLMVl S & JUNE;
CONGREVE, WILLIAM & JEAN W
CONKLIN, DWIGHT E.




COOK, JOHNW & VERAM
COPELAND, LAWRENCE M. &
CORONER, KENNETH, JR &
COREY, JAMES A& BEVERLY R
CORRIEVEAU, WARREN PETER
COSKER, JOHN & LINDA
COSKER, JOHN & LINDA S
COSTELLO, JOHN O &
COSTIN, DAVID, JR& CLAIRE S
COTTER, BERNARD P & AGNES
COTTER, TIMOTHY J &
COURTEMANCHE, ROGER L &
COURTNEY, JOHN & MARL\
COX, WILLIAM T & HAZEL M
COYNE, JOHN D. & COHEN,
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRESSY, JOHN E & NANCY J
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICL\
CRISMAN, JAMES H& PATRICL\
CROAN, PETER B
CROTEAU, JOHN & JOANN M,










CUSHNA, BRUCE R &
CYR, GERALD P. & CATHERINE
DAHLING, ALBERT C
DAMATO, MARY ANN
DANIELS, GORDON & LAURA






DAVIS, JAMES H & SANDRA C,
DAVIS, JEFFERY A & DAVIS,






























































DECHELLIS, EDWARD P. &
DELUDE, RICHARDA
DEMASI, ANDREW & GALE ;
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR&
DEMATTEO, STEPHEN P, JR &
DEMEOLA, WILLL^M & PATRICL\ 127-08&09/ANDRDLCT3IIX3S
DEMERS, DAVID C C/O SMITH, 126-1 1 /WFL» L0T31JXJS
DEMERS, DAVID C C/O SMITH, 130-15/RT 123 LOT
DEMERS, DAVID C & MARCL\ R 41601 /BACKLAND





























DESROSIERS, REED B. &
DEVEAU, ALBERT R & DORIS I
DICK, CYNTIDA, J
DICORCL\, ARLENE
DIDONATO, JAMES A &
DIEHL, DAVID C & LORELEI S
DIEHL, DAVID C & LORELEI S
DILUZIO, CHARLES N &
DINES, JOSEPH & SYLVL\
DIONNE, PAUL J & PAMELA R
DIONNE, PAUL J. & PAMELAR
DONEGAN, JOHN T
DONEGAN, JOHN T
DOODY, ROBERT E, JR & LEIGH
DOOLITTLE, CHERYL A
DORA, ALFREDM
DORING, BRUCE & MARGARITE 110-30/HLDLar68
DORING, BRUCE & MARGARITE 110-31 /HLDLC1T67
DORING, BRUCE & MARGARITE 110-32/HUDLOT 66
DORING, BRUCE & MARGUERITE 110-29/HLDLOTe9
DOUGAL, WALTER A , TRUSTEE 11402 /WFJILLOT,BLDG
DOWSE, SARA B. TRUSTEE
DOYLE, THOMAS R
DRESCHER, PETER J.
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR &
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E
DROUIN, CRAIG G.
DURE, RONALD R& JOYCE
DUBE, RONALD R& JOYCE
DUBY. RUSSELL R
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M 11540/HIDLOT 126
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M 115-72/HIDLar 116
DUFAULT, ROBERT L& SUSANM 115-73/HIDLOT115
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M 115-74/HIX)LOT114
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M 115-75/HIDLOT ID
DUFAULT, ROBERT L & SUSAN M 115-79/HIX>LOT 111
DUGAN, NORBERT L & DORIS E. 421-21 /BACXLANDOFFBBR
DUGRAY, ROBERT E 135-05 /RT 123L0T3LDGS










DUMAINE m, FREDERICK C. & 139461 /WFJ1{SIJUX)T173LDG
102
CUR U TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
DUNCAN, DAVID J & DEBORAH
DURAL, BRUCE T & SUSAN J
DURAND, EDWARD A&
DURHAM, DENISE J.
DURWARD, KATHLEEN R &
DWYER, MAURICE F & JANICE G
EADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EASTMAN, RALPH V & MARY L
EATON, DLWA P., TRUSTEE
EATON, DL\NA P., TRUSTEE
EATON, DL^kNA P., TRUSTEE









EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISEM
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISEM
EDSON, PHILIP L & LOUISEM
EDWARDS, JAMES L &
EDWARDS, JAMES L &
EDWARDS, JOHN W & BERTHA R
EININGIS, STANLEY
ELLIOTT, JAMES A. & CANDACE
ELLIOTT, JAMES & CANDACE D,
ELLIOTT, JR DAVID W. & MARY
ELLIOTT, RANDY
ELLIS, BARBARA L & WALTER E
ELLIS, DANIELM & KATHLEEN A
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. &
ERLER, JOEL F, NOREEN & JON F
EVES, LLOYD & MARION
EWELS, CHARLES & BARBARA
EWELS,CHARLES ET ALL
EWING, JAMES D & RUTH D




FARRELL, INDA E, KIRK &
FARRELL, SHAUN & MARGARET
FARRELL, SHAUN R. &
FAULKNER, ANNE H& KING,
FAULKNER, CHARLES S &
FAULKNER, CHARLES S. &
FAULKNER, CLARENCE A &
FAULKNER, H KIMBALL
FAULKNER, HENRY & KATE















































1QW)12& 013 /HLSLOT S79A, S79
102014& 015 /HLSLOT S80, S82








TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
FAULKNER, ROSEMARY
FEE, ROBERT A. & SHELLY L.
FELPO, FRANCES
FELPO, FRANCES
FELT, MARY E & GREENE,
FELTUS, CARROLL M & JOYCE
FENTON, PHILLIP & TONI
FERENC, MARK & RHONDA
FERNANDES, DOMINGO P. &
FERNER, DAVID R & BETTY
FERNWOOD ROAD PROP.
FIASCONARO, GEORGE
FICKETT, KARL L. SR. &
FILES, TERRY H. & SANDRA H.
FIONDELLA, ALPHONSE J&
FIONDELLA, ANGELINA A.




FLAHERTY, FRANCIS E &
FLANAGAN, HARRY G. Ill &
FLANAGAN, HARRY G III &




FLEMMING, DONALD N(50%) &
FLETCHER, LAURA
FLETCHER, RAYMOND & HAZEL
FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, %
FLINK, HELEN ESTATE, %
FLOOD, SCOTT WILLIAM
FOLLANSBEE, RICHARD D &
FONTAINE, JEAN M
FORCER, THOMAS J & LUCILLE
FORCIER, THOMAS J. & LUCILLE
FOREHAND. STEPHEN D &
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORREST, GERALD R & PHYLLIS
FORSYTH, WILLIAM G & JOAN
FOSBERRY, CHARLES F & LEIGH
FRAULINI, BARBARA G &
FREDRICKSEN, ARTHUR E &
FREEPORT DEVELOPMENT, INC.
FREESE, BETSY & LINDSAY
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSEM
FULLING, LESTER F & ROSEM
FULTON, WAYNE S & AMY L
FYFE, BRADFORD
GABERSECK, TIMOTHY J. &
GAGNON, DAVID R & NANCY L

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
GAGNON, GLENN P & LAURA M
GAGNON, JOSEPHINE & COTA,
GAGNON, PAUL M & DORIS Y
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D. &
GALBREATH, GERALD D &
GALEY, HELEN F









GARLAND, RICHARD L. &
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN
GARNETT, GORDON A &
GARNETT, GORDON & ZELASNY,
GARRTTY, EDITH I C/O





GAY, JERROLD R& BEVERLY A
GAY, LOIS W





GETTY, VIVL^iN L, STEPHEN E &
GL^NFERRARI, EDMUND A &
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONAM
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M.
GIBBS, KENNETH N. & MONA M.
GIBBS, MELVIN E & JUDITH A
GILCHREST, PHILIP W, JR
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
GLANCE, MARY
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GLEBUS, MARYL
GLOWNEY, LAWRENCE R&
GOBBI, JUDITH M. H.
GODFREY, JOSEPH P &
GOMEZ, RICHARD E. & PUTNAM,
GOODALE, ROBERT C JR &
GOODALE, ROBERT C & SALLY A
GORE, FRANK E & BARBARA C
GORZELANY, TERRY H
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
GORZELANY, TERRY H
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSSELIN, ALFRED & CAROL
GOSTYLA, PETER J. &
GOSTYLA,PETERJ. &
GOTTEL, DEBRA A
GOULART, JOSEPH & DONNA
GOULD, JOAN M
GOULET, LEOPOLD & PAULINE
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRIMNA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRABARZ, HENRY J & IRMINA
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRADY, LESLIE J & PAUL A
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E &
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E &
GRANDPRE', LOUIS E &
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE








GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIESBACH, EDGAR H & JUDITH
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS,
GRIEZE-JURGELEVICIUS,
GRIFFON, ROBERT R &
GRIMARD, ROGERW & GOULD,
GRIMES, GREG A & PASCUCCI,
GRINUK, MARK A & CHARLENE
GRISKONIS, JOSEPH
GROBECKER, RICHARD
GROBECKER, RICHARD J &





GUAY, RICHARD & DONNA LEE




GUZICK, RALPH D & ANN A
HACKETT, RONALD






HALEY III, ROBERT &
HALL, FRANK (REV) & ANITA
HALL, JAMES A& HIROKO T
HALL, WAYNE G & KATHY A
HALTER, JOHN D & DL\NE G
HAMEL, RONALD L{l/2) &
HAMILTON, CAROL & JOHNSON,
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMPOL^N, HARRY & DIANE
HAMPTON, WILLL^M C, JR
HAMPTON. WILLDVM C, JR
HANNA, ALAN L & ALICE M
HANNAFORD, FRANK K. &
HANSON, JEANM
HANSON, WILLL^M E, ELVIRA I.
HARDY, ROBERT H. & JULL\ M.
HARMON, A VIRGINLSl, TRUSTEE
HARPER, ANGELINE
HARPER, MARK S & GLORL\
HARRINGTON, WALTER H &
HARRIS, DAVID R & MERLEW
HARRIS, ERNEST J, JR
HARRIS, MARGARET D
HARRIS, MARGARET D
HAVEN, HAVEN & ROUISSE
HAVEN, HAVEN & ROUISSE
HAVEN, TARCZEL, KSR
HAWES, ROBERT W. & NANCY J.
HAYES, CASEY J. & HELENM
HAYES, GLORL\ E& EVANS,
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C
HAYES, JUDITHM
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN




HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A
HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCEA
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE
HEALY, DONALL & JOYCE





TAX MAP # / DESOUPTION






HEBERT, ARTHUR L & NANCY A
HEBERT, VERDE W, JR &
HECK, LOUIS K & LYNN D
HECK, LOUIS K & LYNN D
HEIM, AUDREY, M
HELLER, DALE E














HILCHEY, JOSEPH H &
HILDRETH, ALICE
HILDRETH, WILLIAM L
HILL, KENNETH & LUCILLE
HILL, LUCY B & HILL, ROGER M.
HILL, LUCY B ; WICHLAND,
HILL, PRECIOUS M
HILL, ROGER & CAROL
HILL, ROGERM & CAROL M









HODGSON, MARK S. & SHERRI L.
HOFFMAN, CAROLYN C &
HOFFMAN, JR JOHN E. & JEAN
HOGG, FRANK W & GWENNETH
HOGUE, TIMOTHY E & WOODS,
HOLLAND, DONALD, JR




HOLMES, ROBERT L & DENISE
HOMFELD, GEORGE J & GLOIUA

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
HOPKINS, MILDRED E., TRUSTEE
HORSFALL, JAMES H
HOWARD, LAUREN C & BRENDA
HOWE, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HOWE, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HOWE, PHILIP A, TRUSTEE
HOWELL, JAMES E
HOWELL, JAMES E
HUARD, AIME, IR& DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME, JR & DEBRA L
HUARD, AIME, SR& GEORGETTE
HUARD, AIME, SR & GEORGETTE
HUARD, AIME, SR& GEORGETTE
HUBER, DEAN G & RUTH E
HUNTER, ALAN & LINDA
HUNTER, HAZEL I
HUNTLEY, RUSSELL J. & TRACY
HUSSEY, CHRISTINEM
HUSTED, VIRGn«nA S C &
HUSTED, VIRGINL\ S C &
HUSTED, VIRGINL^ S C &
HUSTED, WAYNE H. & VIRGD<nA
HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
HYDE, CHARLES E, SR
INACIO, JOHN W. & CONSTANCE
INGERSON, FRED E., TRUSTEE
DMTERVIROS TRUST
IRELAND, NATHANIEL F &
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IRVING, RICHARD JR. & NANCY
IVES, DAVID & ELAINE
JACKSON, SHERWOOD L. &
JACKTER, FRANKLIN & ANN C
JAMES, RONALDW & JANICE G
JAMES, RONALDW & JANICE G
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNN M.
JAREST, DAVID G. & LYNNEM
JARVIS, STEPHEN S, HI &







JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, LESTER M;
JOHNSON, LOUISE V
JOHNSON, MARK L. & DALE J.
JONES, GEOFFREY T. &
JONES, GEOFFREY T. &
JONES, MARTHA E
JONES, RAYMOND L &






JUBERT, MICHAEL J & KAREN J
JUNGELS, VERNA G. & JAY S.
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR& JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR& JO ANN
KACZKA, EMIL S, JR & JO ANN
KAHLER, HENRIETTA M.
KAHLER, HENRIETTA M.
KAPANTAIS, STEPHEN & LORNA
KAPIJ, JERRY E & SOPHIE
KAUFER TRUST, MARIE A
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J &
KAVALAUSKAS, VITOLD J &
KAVJIAN, ANDREW & FALZONE,
KELLY, FRANCIS J, JR&
KELLY, JAMES L. & JEAN K.
KENNEDY, WILLL\M & PATRICL\




KERCEWICH, JERRY, JR &
KERNOZICKY, KONSTANTIN
KEYES, CHRISTOPHER A &
KIDESS, ATTALLAH A & HELEN
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA Z
KIEHN, ERIC & VIRGINIA Z.
KIELY, ROBERT & CHRISTINE M
KILEY, MILDRED
KILLEFFER, ROBERT A, JR &
KIMBALL, STANLEY & MYRNA
KINGSBURY, MARY K
KINGSBURY, MARY K (1/5 INT)
KINGSBURY. MARY K W, ETAL
KINGSBURY, ROBERT W. &
KIRBER, WILLIAM M. &
KIRBER, WILLIAM M. &
KIRBY, JOSEPH F & ELIZABETH P




KNIGHT, STEPHEN H & VKKI
L
KNOWLTON, ROBERT H. &
KOCmS, LAURA B C/O
KOCmS, LAURA B C/O
KOELLER, FLOYD E & JOAN G
KONTROVITZ, NICHOLAS A &
KOPRISKI, MICHAEL J&
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & IRMA











101-114& 1 15 /HLSLOTS S3073308
101-88TO90/WF,HLS S2O6S2083LDG












































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATIONAND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
KRASINSKI, BERNARD & BRMA
KRAVARK, GEORGE R &




KUEHL, JOHN F, JR& BETH E
KUEHN, SHERRYW
KUMPU, WALTERR& MARJORIE










LABUKAS, JOHN C & JODI
M
LACLAIR, THERESE A
LADD in, HAROLD J & JUDITH L
LADD m, HAROLD J. & JUDFTH L
LAFARGUE, FLORENCEW
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE
LAFLEUR, MARK R & LISAM
LAFRENIER, DENNIS J









LAMY, MAURICE & JANE
LANDALE, DEAN
LANDALE, DEAN & CHRISTINE
LANG, CHARLES O & DARELLE J
LANGILLE, EDWARD D & HAZEL
LANNI, CHARLES L & NICHOLAS
LARIVIERE, CHRISTOPHER J
LASKY, SYLVIA RHOMBERG &
LASKY, SYLVL\ RHOMBERG &
LAUBSHIRE, HELEN G., TRUSTEE




LEARY, PATRICK J. & JAN V.
LEDWITH, ROSWELL B &
LEE, HENRY R, JR & MARY
LEES, GEORGE E, JR & BALL,
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
LEFRANCOIS, JOHN M &
LEHRMAN, HENRY J, III
LEHTINEN, MARY & EDWIN
LEINWEBER, RICHARD &
LEKBERG, JIM M & REBECCA H
LEMIEUX, DAVID K & JEAN M








LES, JOHN & JANICE
LES, JOHN & JANICE
LESSARD, AIME E. JEANNE M.
LESSER, DAVID B. &
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA
LEVERING, CHESTER E & DEBRA
LEVESQUE, ALBERT A. &
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARL\N F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARL\N F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARL\N F
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &
LEYDEN, RICHARD F &
LIFRIERI, RITA A
LIFREERI, RITA A
LIGHTBODY, FRANK W. &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &





LOUGHREY, DAVID K & JUDLFH
LOUNSBURY, ROBERT J
LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVL\ M
LUND, EARLE L &. MARY N
LUND, EARLE L, & MARY N.
LUSSIER, THOMAS J. &
LYMAN, ROBERT %WILLL\M
LYONS, KEVIN & CLAUDL\
LYONS, THOMAS R
MACALLISTER, JOHN & JOAN
MACEACHRAN, JOHNR &
MACEACHRAN, JOHN H. &
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. &
MACKENZIE, WARREN A. &
MACKINTOSH, DONAP
MADORE, NORMANW
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
MADORE, NORMANW ll>41/CARRLOri3E,BLDG
MAGNANI, GEORGE R& PAULA 107-20/HLDLOri45
MACRO, FRANK & ELIZABETH 1 19-39/WF.WHTYLOT 163IX)GS
MAHLAND, MARGARET A 117-06/HIX)LOT41
MAILLET, CHARLES J & 117-M/H1X)L0T931IX3
MAILLET, DONALD J & ANITAM 1 17-03/MX)LOT 8
MAINE, CRAIGEN FAMILY 4(>WM/DCOGELAND
MAJORS, JACK L & DL\NE; ET 11^64/WFJSI£ LOr323UX3S
418«l/Ml£LCfr2B7U2
41&S2/MI£LOriB7U2






MANGAUDIS, BRL\N E. &
MANN, THOMAS A, ANN &
MANNING, ERIC S. & SUSAN R.
MANSELL,JAY& ATHENA
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLAM 107-04/HlDLOI 212A
MANZ, ROBERT L & ISABELLAM llW)6/HLDLOri02
MARA, PHILIP E& MAUREEN W 11905/HIDLCTia3
MARCINUK, ADAM J. &
MARINELLO, JOSEPH & DIANA
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN
MARKS, ARNOLD & SUSAN














MARREN, JOHN J. JR.
MARSHALL, DONALD A.
MARSHALL, RICHARD A. &
MARSHALL, RICHARD A&
MARTIN, DONALDK& EILEEN D 1 12-14/\VF,HIJ3LOT 330
MARTIN, GARY W. 411-07TO09/MSRLOrS3IX)GS
MARTIN, JANET F 1Q2-C86& 087/WFJ^LSLOTS 8220^219
MARTIN, JANET F 102-91 T094/HLSLOTS S267-S270
MARTIN, LAWRENCE D. & LOLA 114-19/\VF3&ELOT 1
103-07 /VVF,HLSLOT S501
101-108TO 1 13 /HLS LOTS S301 TO S306
101-1 16& 1 17/HLSLOTS S309,S310
1Q24B1 /\VF,HLSLOT S225













MATSON, STEVEN C. & NANCY
102-106TO 108/HLSLOTS S282-S284A






MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N liaC3/SI£LOT32
MATSON, STEVEN C& NANCY N 110O4/SLELOT3131JX}
MATSON, STEVEN C & NANCY N 11&O5/SLELOT30
MATUSKIEWICZ, THEODORE R & 127-18-20,25,26/WF/iNDRDLOTS31JX5
MAXWELL EST., K. % M. D1^&47/MRDGHLOT83LDG
MAY, RUTH A 119<B/HIJ3LOT39
MAYNARD,PRISCILLAF L38-15-18,43,44/WF,GLLOrrS&LANDBUX}S
MCCARTHY, JAMES J. & 118-29/HLDLOT2
113
CUR U TOTAL
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
MCCARTHY, JAMES J. &
MCCARTHY, THOMAS J & SUSAN
MCCLURE, JAMES K. & THERESA
MCCOLL, PAULA & BRUCE W.
;
MCCORMACK, CHRISTOPHER &
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D &
MCCRACKIN, JAMES D &
MCCULLOUGH. HUGH & VIOLET
MCDONOUGH, MARTHA &






MCIVER, KIM & BRLMV
MCKELVEY, HARRY S.
MCLANAHAN, DAVID




MCMAHON, TERRENCE S &
MCOSKER, TIMOTHY C & JANE D
MCPADDEN TRUST
MEADOWSEND TIMBERLANDS
MECHESKI, TIMOTHY L. &
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B
MEEHAN, TERRY D & MARTHA B










MEYER, MICHAEL F & MARYM
MICHALEWICZ, JEANNETTE DM.
MICHAUD, BRIAN D. & POWER,
MIDDLETON, MARY ANN
MIGLIORE, JAMES
MILLER, CHARLES R & KATHY J.
MILLER, DONALD & JOAN L
MILLER, DONALD & JOAN L
MINER, BONNIE L.
MINER, BONNIE LEE
MINIE, DONALD E & MARY
MINTON, GAEL R & TYREE
MINTON, TYREE G. & GAEL R
MDCA, THOMAS
MOE, RUTHH
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
MOLESKY, ANTHO>fY T & ETHEL




MONTINERI, PAUL & SONL\
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONL\
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONL\ L
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONL\ L
MONTINERI, PAUL & SONL^ L







MOONEY, WARREN F, JR.
MOONEY, WARREN F, JR
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, JAMES H & SUSAN N
MORRIS, T. SCOTT & CINDY L.
MORTON, ROBERTW &
MOULTON, ALAN R & NANETTE
MOWAT, WILLL\M, JR&
MOYNIHAN, TARA & MOLESKY,
MOYNIHAN, TARA & MOLESKY,
MUCKLE, ROBIN M.
MUNDY, DARYL L & SUSAN A
MURDOCK, RICHARD W. &
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, JAMES F & JUDITH A
MURPHY, MARYELLEN &
MURRAY, BEVERLY K &
MURRAY, JAMES




NADEAU, PAUL R& EDMOND H
NAGY, BALINT, & GERTRUDE
NAIR, ROBERT
NASSAU, ARTHURM
NASSAU TRUST, REBA L.
NELSON, CAROL A
NELSON, MARK E, EARLC, &
NELSON, STEPHEN R & PHYLLIS
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
NEW HAMPSHIRE, STATE OF
NEWBY, JOHN R & RENEE I.
NICHOLAS, JOSEPH T &
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE,




NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN
NORTON, SARAH H & HANSON,
NUNES, AGOSTINHO N. & BAIR,
O'BRIEN, JOHN J. & LORI
A
OBRIEN, MAURICE E, JR
OBRIEN, ROBERT V & ANN H
OFFENBERG, SERGEY P
OJA, WAINO
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OKE, GARY R & REBECCA
OLEYAR, GEORGE J, JR &
OLSON, ALBERT F. & RENICE E.
OLSON, BETSY N
OLSON, BETSY N &
ONEILL, EDWARDM &
OPEN VIEW INVESTMENTS, LLC
OPIDEE, MARIE E.
OPIDEE, MARIE E.
ORMON, M DALE & MARY J
OSENGA, WILLLMvl, JR





















PARROT, TED & PAMELA,




PATNOE, DENIS M. & SANDRA M.
PATTERSON, RICHARD W &
PAYNE, PATRICIA A.
PEATE, KENNETH & LESLIE
PEDRO, JOSEPH E, JR. & AMY
PEETS, KEVIN B. & DENISE A.
PEFFERS, WILLL\M F, LAURETTE
PELLEGRINO, DENNIS P & SERI
K
PELLETIER, GERALDM
PELLETTER, ROGER R& RENA C
PEPPIN, NORMAN A& LL^NE S
PERIGNY, VIRGINIA TRUSTEE
PERKINS, MICHAEL A. &
PERKS, WAYNE & JOANNE
PERKS, WAYNE & JOANNE
PERRIN, ROBERT A
PERRON, ROBERT F & SUZANNE
PERROTTI, DAVID R. & MARY K
PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PETERSON, ALFRED C
PFUNDSTEIN, GEORGE A
PHALON, ROBERTW & PHYLLIS
PHANEUF, ROGER K. & CINDY J.
PHELAN, LINDA E & ALAN P
PHELPS, JANETTE & TIMOTHY
PHELPS, TIMOTHY & NORA








PHILLIPS, WILLL\M D &
PICKERING, BRL\N L
PIEHL, GEORGE W & EMILY
PIKE, RICHARD, SR
PINCL\RO, ANTHONY F. &
PINCL\RO, ANTHONY F &
PINNEY, EDWARD & BEVERLY
PINNEY, EDWARD & BEVERLY
PISANI, JOSEPH J








POLIFRONE, JOHN & LUCE.LE M.
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
POLIFRONE, LUCILLE & JOHN
POLLARD, KENNETH A.
POLLOCK, JAMES R
POLLOCK, ROBERT A & JEANM
POLLOCK, ROBERT A& JEANM
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY
POLOCZANSKI FAMILY
PORTER, GEORGE L; REALTY,
PORTERFELD, JOHNM
POST, IRVING & BETTY
POTHER, LEANDER S & AMY P
POTTER, PATTI A TRUSTEE
POWER, HARRY R & BEVERLY A
PRACON, HELEN M
PRATT, BRADLEY C & BRL\N
PRATT, BRADLEY C &
PRATT, BRADLEY C. & DENISE C.
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRADLEY C & DENISE C;
PRATT, BRIAN & SANDRA L
PRATT, CHARLES F
PRATT, CHARLES F & MARYM
PRATT, HOWARD
PRESCOTT, GREGG S & GAIL A
PRESTL^ ARTHUR B & VAN
PRESTON, GEORGE F
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
PREST, DORMAN E
PREST, RUTH
PROCTOR, DANEL C, TRUSTEE
PROCTOR, DANEL C, TRUSTEE
PROHASKA, CHARLES R &
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PROVOST, ROBERT & ARLENE M
PRUNER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN
PRUNER, PAUL A& KATHLEEN
PRUNER, PAUL A & KATHLEEN
PUBLIC SERVICE CO OF NH
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PURDON, ROBERT E & NANCY R
PUTNAM, NATHAN & BARBARA
PUTNAM, PATRICL\E&
QUEREUX, ALFRED E & EDITH
QUIMBY, JAMES C. & NANCY O.






TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD




READ, JON & ANNETTE
READ, WALTER & JOAN
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B
RECK, PAUL C & NANCY B






REEKSTIN, WILLL^lM F, ESTATE
REGENSBURGER, ALBERT F, JR









REVICKI, ALBERT P & DELORES
REYNOLDS, ALAN P.
REYNOLDS, ELMER A, JR




RICK, MARC D. & CAROLYN J.
RICK, MARC D & CAROLYN J
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RICKER, DENNIS A & LYNDA S
RIDH., JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIDEL, JEROME F. & KAREN T.
RIESENBERG, JEROME C &
RIESENBERG, JOHN J, JR &
RINGLAND, VERA ESTATE




RISPOLI, ROBERT & SHARON
RITCHIE, KENNETH & CAROLYN
RITCHIE, KENNETH H &
RITCHIE, KENNETH H &
RIVERS, HAROLD, JR
RIVERS, TIMOTHY M & MARY E
ROBBINS, KEVIN M. & DEBRA L.
ROBIDOUX, ARLENE F
ROBINSON, DONALD J & JEANM
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
ROBINSON, JAMES M. & NANCY
ROBINSON, JAMES M & NANCY
ROCKWELL, EARL A &
ROENTSCH, E. GEORGE & MARY
ROENTSCH, E GEORGE & MARY
ROHR, THOMAS T. 7 JOAN L.
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DL\NA L.
ROKES, STEPHEN J. & DL\NA L.
RONCAIOLI, LINH B
ROPIECKI, ALLEN W. &
ROSA, ANTONIO & RAFAELA
ROSEN, DANIEL D & ROYEA,
ROSEN, RICHARD S., WILLLVM S.
ROSLEY, THOMAS E
ROSPLOCH, JOHN M & JOANNE
ROSS, DANIEL & WALLACE,
ROSS, PAMELA J.
ROSS, SCOTT, JESSE, KERI;
ROSS, WILLL^M F & KATHERINA
ROULEAU, JEFFREY A &
ROWAN, MELVYN & ARLENE




RUBINO, KAROLINA J &





RUMRILL, FRANCES P &
RUMRILL, FRANCES P &
RUMRILL, ROBERT R
RYDER, DALE, WENDY &
RYDER, DALE, WENDY &
RYLAND, LARRY B. & SARAH Y.
RYLANDER, W1LLL\M & PATTI
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H C/O
SAINT LAWRENCE, PEARL H C/O
SAINT PIERRE, JEAN
SAITAS, ALEXANDER J & ANNE
SALESKI, EDMOND J & VIRGINL\
SALESKI, EDMUND J & VIRGINL\









SARCIONE, JOSEPH A& BONTTA

























































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
SARCIONE, SHANNON J.
SARCIONE, SHANNON & TARYN
SARGENT, JANICE M.
SAUNDERS, ROBERT M.
SAWISKI, P PAUL &MARY
SAWYER, BRIAN V
SAWYER, BRIAN V.
SAWYER, DAVID A & KATHLEEN




SAWYER, TYLOR E. JfR.
SCADDING, ROBERT J. &
SCANLON, WILLL\M J. & JEANNE
SCANLON, WILLIAM J. & JEANNE
SCHELLENS, EDWARD J &
SCHERER, WALTON S &
SCJULLEMAT, EDWARD R &
SCHIMENZ, ROBERT
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA
SCHLEY, FRED JAY & VERONICA
SCOTT, JUDY & NATHAN, ALLEN
SEABURY, KENDALL MICHAEL
SEAMAN, ROBERT F & KATHRYN
SEAMAN, ROBERT F & KATHRYN
SEARS, RICHARD T & CHRISTINE
SEAVER, LANNEY R & JUDITH G
SEAVER, LANNEY R& JUDITH G
SECCO, JOHN C
SECCO, JOHN C, JAMES &
SELINES, FELIX E & NATALIE B
SEMSEL, MARY E. ET AL
SERBENT, WALTER F & JANE K,
SEVEN TRUST, THE
SEVERENCE, ALFRED T &
SHANK, C EDWARD &
SHARAFINSKI, DOUGLAS & LISA
SHARP, RICHARD D & SUSAN P
SHARPE, ROBERT M, m &
SHATTUCK, FRANZ C.
SHEA, SHAWN C & SUSAN B
SHELTRA, WADE A & KIMBERLY
SHEPARD, SHARON E. &
SmA, WEI LEE & MARY K
SIEGEL, JEFF R & EILEEN B
SILVL^ ANTHONY & MARYM
SIMBOLI, ANTHONY J.






TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
SIROIS,JOHN A & LUCIA A
SKIDMORE, ALFRED J
SLEPL\N, JEAN
SMALL, JAMES C, JR & PATRICL\,
SMALLEY, JONM & GERALDINE
SMITH, CARL J & LE^TOA B
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J
SMITH, DALE E & DEBORAH J





SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION
SOFIELD, DAVID R & LISA
SPADARO, ANTHONY &
SPAGNULO, ALMA &
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPALLONE, JOHN W & CELESTE
SPENCER, WILLIAM C.
SPORNY, MARCL\ LYNN
SPRAGUE, PETER E. & STACY D.




STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STACK, ROBERT J & JOAN G
STAPLES, STEPHEN G
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD R. & SUSAN
STARR, RICHARD & SUSAN
STASIOWSKl, JOHN
STEELE, ROGER L & JANETM
STENSON, KURT & KAREN
STENSON, KURT & KAREN












































STONE, FREDERICK G & MAUDE
STONE, JANE C.
STONE, MICHAEL SEAN
STONE, THEODORE J & KAROLA
STONOHA, PATRICIA
STRONG, KRIS A.
STUCKY, FRANK T, UI & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, lU & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, HI & LINDA S
STUCKY, FRANK T, lU & LINDA S
STYMEST, ARNOLD R. & MARY
SULKOWSKI, DAVID & SANDI
SULLIVAN, BARTHOLOMEW &
SULLIVAN, HAROLD J &


































































































































TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
SWETT, HERBERT & MARY
SYSYN, DAVID A
SZCZURKO, DANIEL J &
SZUMASKI, JOSEPH T & FAY L
TABER, CHRISTIN
TABER, CHRISTIN
TAFT, JAY L. & IRENE K.
TARANTINO, GINO &
TARCZAL, BELA ife JANICE V
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL






TAYLOR, JAMES D & SUZANNE







THOMAS, EDWARD & LINDA
THOMAS, EDWARD & LINDA
THOMAS, LINDA M. & LAURETTE
THOMAS, LINDA M & LAURETTE
THORNTON, ROLAND M & RUTH
THURROTT, IRVING J &
TODD, RICHARD J
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H &
TOMPKINSON, RENE' H &
TOWNSEND TRUST, PATRICL\ A.
TRACHY, EDWARD L. & CECILIA





TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &




TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/O
TREVBEA PRICE TRUST #1 C/O
TRUESDELL, MIIUAM C &
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
TSEN, MENG CHI & FRANCIS,
TURMAIL, JUDITH P
TURNER, KENNETH B, JR & JOAN
TURNER, MICHAEL L & SOLVEIG
TURNER, MICHAEL L & SOLVEIG





URBAN, ROBERT J & PATRICIA A






VALE, JOSEPH B. & CHRISTY N.
VAN MALDEN, JOHN C & CAROL
VAN SCHAICK, JOSEPH P &
VAN SCHAIJIK, JULES &
VAN SCHAIJIK, KATHLEENA
VAN WICKLER, RICHARD N. &
VAUGHN, EDGARL&
VAUGHN, EDGAR L,JR; ETALS
VAUGHN, EDGAR L, JR& HELEN
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE
VELKY, PAUL & ALICE(l/2 INT.
VETOG, ELIZABETH A. & EDWIN
VEZEAU, ROBERT
VIGNEAU, CLARENCEW
VTTALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VITALE, CHRISTINE M, MARK &
VOLBERG, ANGELAM
VOLBERG, PETER H
VON SNEIDERN, PETER &
WAGNER, DARRELL A& JOAN A;
WAGNER, DARRELL A& JOAN A;
WAGNER, JOAN A; ETALS
WALKER, EDWINM & NORMA V
WALKER, KENNETH H & EDNA
WALLACE, EDWARD R. &
WALLACE, EDWARD R &
WALLACE, RICHARD E & JEAN M
WALLACE, RICHARD E &
WALLACE, RONALD A. &
WALLACE, WILLLaJVI K
WALLACE, WILLL\M K & LEO J
WALLWORK, CRAIG R
WALTHER, MARGARET JOANNE;
WALTON, ALLEN G. & MYRNA C.
WALTON, ALLEN G. & MYRNA C.
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD





WASHUTA, JOHN R & DL^NE
WASLEY, RICHARD S. &




WATSON, LESTER E. & GORDON
WATSON, LESTER E. & GORDON
WATSON, RICHARD E.
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WEAVER, DOROTHY E &
WEAVER, DOUGLAS R&
WEAVER, RICHARD D. &
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEAVER, WALLACE R &
WEBBER, GLENN & TAMARA
WEBER, MICHAEL A(l/2 INT. W/
WEGIEL, HENRY W & MARY S
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F. & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F & HOPKINS,
WELCH, EDNA F. & HOPKINS,
WELDON, LEONARD L. &
WELLS, GLYNN C & PATRICL\ J




WERNINGER REVOC TST, RALPH
WEST, ELIJAH J
WESTON, WILLLMVI, JR




WHITE, QUENTIN & RITTA
WHITE, REGINALD A JR & POLLY
WHITE, TIMOTHY & CHVATAL,











WILLL^MS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLL\MS, MARK A. & NINA J.
WILLL^MS, MARKA & NINA J.
WILLL^MS, MARK & NINA
WILLL\MS, RODNEY & DALE
WILLL\MS, THURSTON V,
WILLL\MS, THURSTON V.
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &
WILLISTON, HAMLIN L &




WILSON, RICHARD F, JR &
WILSON, RICHARD F& MONE,
WILSON, STEVEN K.
WILSON, STEVEN K.
WKON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A
WOISLAW, WILLL\M A& LINDA
WOISLAW, WILLIAM A & LINDA
WOLF CREEK INVESTMENTS LLC
WOLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC
WOLFCREEK INVESTMENTS LLC
WOLLAEGER, JOHN K. &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, FRANCES M, TRUSTEE
WOOD, JAMES C & MARTHA C
WOOD, RITA A









WRIGHT, LAWRENCE B &
WRIGHT, MICHAEL H & OLSON,
WRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS
WYMAN, MARTHA J & BAILEY
YANKOVICH, DON; TRUSTEE
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
YOCONO, THOMAS F, SR
YOUNG, CHRISTIE E.
YOUNG, KENNETH F. &
TOWN OF STODDARD VALUATION AND TAXES
VLG
OWNER OF RECORD TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
YOUNG, RUSSELL A ll»-38/HlX)LOT 11
ZAFFINO, PETER S. & KIRSTEN E. 120-11 /WFJ11LOT73LDG
ZAFFINO, SALVATORE D, 120-12/WFJ=RLar83UXjS
ZAJAC, ROBERT 12605 /WFJ»L0T3UXiS
2EAMANS, ROBERT H & 40^O2/M]NNaiTSURVEY(l/5INr)
ZELLER,ANNB. 126-16/RT123LOT
ZELLER, ANN B. 126-17 /RT 123 L0T3UXjS
ZL\RNOWSKI, DAVID M & LINDA 424-08/ARKWDLOT 11
ZINN, FREDERICK A 125-09/WFiILLOT3IX)GS
ZSCHAU, LEO F & ELIZABETH M 102^)60/WFJILSLOT S2463LDGS
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT
VALUATION AND TAXES
129
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION & TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
AMISANO, SCHILLER &
APRILE, ANTHONY J (COL) &
BARKER, GERALD B
BEESO, MICHAEL & RITA
BISSELL, JAMES H
BRICKSTONE MASONS, INC.
HILL, ROGER & CAROL
HILL, ROGER M & CAROL M
CANTLIN, CYNTHIA JEAN
CAPELLE FAMILY TRUST,
ENGLUND, ROBERT J. &
ROBBINS, KEVIN M. & DEBRA L.




COSTIN, DAVID, JR & CLAIRE S
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
CRISMAN, JAMES H & PATRICIA
DARDANI, NOEL H.
DAVIS, JEFFERY A & DAVIS,
DAVIS, JOHN R
DEANGELIS, EDSON R.
ROPIECKI, ALLEN W. &
DESROSIERS, REED B. &
DIDONATO, JAMES A &
DORA, ALFRED M
DRISCOLL, FRANCIS J JR &
DROUIN, CRAIG G.
EADES, ROBERT A
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EAGAN, JOSEPH T & MARGARET
EWING, JAMES D & RUTH D
MCLEAN REVOC TRUST,
FELT, MARY E & GREENE,
FITZPATRICK, MARY E
FONTAINE, JEAN M
WELDON, LEONARD L. &
FLANAGAN, HARRY G. Ill &
FLANAGAN, HARRY G III &




GIANFERRARI, EDMUND A &
GILLESPIE, MARY H ESTATE
WALTON, ALLEN G. & MYRNA C.
GLEBUS, MARYL
GRUBE, EMILE; ESTATE
LASKY, SYLVL^ RHOMBERG &
GUEDA, PHYLLIS
HALTER, JOHN D & DIANE G
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA
HAMILTON, PHILIP A & DONNA

























































GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION & TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD
HARMON, A VIRGINIA, TRUSTEE
HARPER, ANGELINE
HAYES, JOSEPH S & ARLENE C









GARNETT, GORDON A. &
HILDRETH, ALICE
HILDRETH, WILLL\M L






HYATT, JAMES & ALICE
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
JOHNSON, JOHN P; ETALS
PEETS, KEVIN B. & DENISE A.
KAUFER TRUST, MARIE A
KINGSBURY, ROBERT W. &
WOLLAEGER, JOHN K. &
LAFARGUE, FLORENCEW
LAFLAMME, ROGER E & CLAIRE
LANG, CHARLES O & DARELLE J







LOY, REINHARD S & OLIVL\ M
MACALLISTER, JOHN & JOAN
GARNETT, GORDON A & JOAN
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS
MAMMONE, VINCENT, ETALS




MINIE, DONALD E & MARY
MURDOCK, RICHARD W. &
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
MURPHY, EDWARD, JR, MARY E
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE,
NICHOLS, CECIL & ULDENE,
NICOLETTI, RICHARD A &
NORCROSS, ARTHUR C & JOAN
GRANITE LAKE VILLAGE DISTRICT VALUATION & TAXES
OWNER OF RECORD


























SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
SPAKOWSKI, GEORGE & JANE
STETSON, R GARY & JOAN P
STONE, JANE C.
TAYLOR, TIMOTHY S &
TOLE FAMILY TRUST
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WOLLAEGER, TIMOTHY J &
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WATT, CHARLES R & SHARON
WHEELER, JOHN L
WICHLAND, DAVID P &
WICHLAND, DAVID P&
WILLL^MS, MARK A & NINA J.
WILLIAMS, MARK A & NINA J.
WILSON, HENRY
WILSON, HENRY
WKON, BRUCE C & JOYCE A





WRIGHT, ROBERT J. ETALS
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &





CURRENT USE LAND VALUATION & TAXES
TAX MAP # / DESCRIPTION
ANDORRA FOREST LP % 407-01 &02/RTE 123 LAND
ANDORRA FOREST LP % 4iaO6,09;415-14;417-03 /CPR/RT 123 LAND
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-1 1 /RT9LAND
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHANDLER, 420-16. 1 /RC«BLAND
ATHEARN, RUTH & CHAlvIDLER, 420-26/RCSB LANDLOTLINEADJ
RAYMOND, STEPHEN A 120-14.2/B/PLOT30
CLARK, DENNIS A SR & CAROL 131-09/W/SRTE123
BECKLEY, JESSIE I, ETALS 40W)I/PROCrORLAND(l/2INr)
LABROSSE, PEGGY A 402-01 /LAND C»T KINGS' ST
BLAISDELL, JR. RAYMOND A & 422-12/RT9LAND,BLDGS
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) & 41^08;41 1-10,414-10,13,14,15,16,19,2025,26,2731,
CAHILL, GEORGE F, JR (DR) & 41WM.2, 05. 1 & 05.2/RCBB LAND&BOYLELD
KINGSBURY, MARY K W, ETAL 415-12/WF,CPLAND
OPEN VIEW INVESTMENTS, LLC 422-07.7/OCRBACKLAND
CLINE, MARGARET B., TRUSTEES 41W)7.2/TARBOXRDLAND3LDGS
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF 415-07/BACKLANDC8TCPR
THE NATURE CONSERVANCY 417-Q2,06,424-01,02,a3,M&05/BACKLANDOFF
DARCY, JAMES T, JR & SUSAN A 422-15.1 /RT9LAND3UX}S^IH
DELUDE, RICHARD A 421-16&25/BBRLAND,
WARD, FRED & RUTH B. 421-12/RT 123LAND
DRISCOLL, LINDA & CLYDE E 114-23/GCKELOT5
DUBE, RONALD R & JOYCE 101-12/HLSLAND
DUHAMEL, CLAUDETTE E. 422-22/RT9LAND
WILSON, STEVEN K. 121-01 /WFMANNTRKHBLDG
WARD, RUTH B. 421-27/RT 123LAND
FIONDELLA, PAUL & CHARLA B 4O4-03/DODGELAND,BLDG
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION 41501 /BACKLAND
MEADOWSEND TIMBERLANDS
FULLER, WAYNE & CARRIE
PHELPS, TIMOTHY & NORA
GLEASON, NANCY; HAYES, C
GUTDA, ALEXANDER S, III
HANSON, WILLL\M E, ELVIRA I.
FAULKNER, ANNE H & KING,





HEALY, DONALL B. & JOYCE A
HEALY, JANE F
HILL, LUCY B ; WICHLAND,

















422-0212/RT9LANDHILL, ROGER M & CAROL M
SOCIETY FOR THE PROTECTION 411-14.1 /SHRLAND3LDG
HAYES, MICHAEL & SUSAN 42a06/RT9LAND;SHED
KINGSBURY, MARY K 415-37/WF,CPLAND
STYMEST, ARNOLD R. & MARY 127-06/WFJlT 123 LAND3LDGS
LEYDEN, DONALD F & MARIAN F 415-33 /CPRLAND
LIGHTBODY, JOHN L JR &
WHITNEY, RICHARD &















PERRY, E RONALD & HANSON,
PHILBRICK, STEVEN A &
PIEHL, GEORGE W & EMILY
ANDORRA FOREST %








SHANK, C EDWARD &
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF
STODDARD MAIN CO
HOFFMAN, JR. JOHN E. & JEAN
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &
TREELYN FOREST; % PRICE, T &




WILLIAMS, MARK & NINA
YOCONO, THOMAS F, JR &
TAYLOR, BONNIE PRICE ETAL
PRICE MD, TREVOR R P
AADALEN, SHARON P
CURRENT USE LAND VALUATION & TAXES











41 1-03 /E« KINGS STLAND3LDGS
422-07/OCRLAND,BL[XjS
420-20& 25 /CTCCRLAND






40W)1 /WILLIAMS FAMILY FCKESF
405^ /CHARLES PEIRCERES3LDGS
419^.2;06. 1 ;07. 1;073/DANH.UPTONLAND












4LV-3. 1 & 3.2 /TRACT 2ANDPARCEL C
ABBREVIATIONS USED IN PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS:
DEVELOPMENTS:
ATK ATKINSON
B&E BACH & EATON
BUT BUTTERFIELD
CGCP CANTERBURY GREEN ON CENTER POND
CGHL CANTERBURY GREEN ON fflGHLAND LAKE
CPW CENTER POND WOODS
CW COVE WOODS
FR FOX RUN













SLE SCENIC LAKE ESTATES
SBA SILVER BEECH ACRES
SPRCLD SPRUCELAND
TLMN TILLMAN
TED TREELYN FOREST DEVELOPMENT
WHTY WHITNEY
W&H WHITNEY & HARPER
LAKES:
HLD
HLA
HLS
MER
MLE
CP


